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Introduction

Whether you’re making the transition from an older Apple
iPhone or iPad model that was running iOS 7 (or an earlier
version of Apple’s iOS) and upgrading to a new device
running iOS 8, or you’re keeping your current device but
upgrading to iOS 8, the word that best describes the biggest
changes you should expect from iOS 8 is continuity.
Apple has implemented hundreds of new features and
functions, not just into iOS 8 itself, but into the core apps
that come preinstalled with your mobile device—like
Contacts, Calendar, Reminders, Notes, Safari, Mail, Messages,
and so on—and you’ll learn how to use many of these new
features shortly. If you use a Mac, as well as an iPhone and/
or iPad, you’ll discover that all of your Apple computers and
mobile devices now work more seamlessly together, thanks
to iCloud and other technologies, so your content and data
are always available when and where it’s needed, and you
can communicate more effectively, regardless of which
computer or mobile device you happen to be using at any
given time.
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Thanks to iOS 8’s Continuity and Handoff features, you can begin using one
application on your iPhone, for example, and then pick up exactly where you left
off on your iPad or Mac. This now happens automatically if you want it to.
Plus, it’s now possible to answer incoming calls made to your iPhone from your
iPad or Mac, as long as your smartphone is nearby and wirelessly linked with your
other computers and devices. This is just a preview of the Handoff-related features
you can soon be utilizing and that will be explained shortly.
Apple’s iPhone smartphones and iPad tablets continue to revolutionize the way
people communicate and handle their everyday computing and communications
needs. These devices have also altered our perception about what a smartphone
and tablet is and what they’re capable of.
The fact is, in just over six years, hundreds of millions of people around the world
have somehow incorporated an Apple iOS mobile device into their lives. With
each new iPhone or iPad model that Apple introduces, and each revision of the
iOS operating system, these mobile devices become more powerful, and they
introduce us to new features and functionality that seem as if they have been
lifted directly from the pages of science-fiction novels and made a reality.
This year, with the release of the latest iPhone 6, iPhone 6 Plus, and new iPad
models, as well as the early-2015 release of the much-anticipated Apple Watch,
the launch of the Apple Pay service, and enhancements made to Apple’s iCloud
service, our ability to utilize these devices and technologies in our everyday lives
has once again taken a giant leap forward. This book will help you prepare yourself
for this latest evolution.

NOTE

Throughout this book, an “iOS mobile device” refers to any Apple
iPhone, iPad, or Apple mobile device that’s running the iOS 8 operating system. If
you plan to continue using iOS 7 with your iOS mobile device, pick up a copy of
iPad and iPhone Tips and Tricks, Third Edition, which focuses on the older version
of Apple’s mobile device operating system.

If you’re a veteran iPhone or iPad user, when you upgrade from iOS 7 to iOS 8,
you’ll discover that the graphical interface is pretty similar to what you’re already
accustomed to. However, based on how you tap, swipe, or hold the mobile device,
you’ll be able to easily take advantage of some of iOS 8’s newest features and
functions.
For those first-time iPhone or iPad users, congratulations! Now is the perfect time
to introduce yourself to these mobile devices or switch from another smartphone
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or tablet to what Apple has to offer. Not only can you expect an exciting
experience as you begin using your new iPhone or iPad hardware that’s running
the iOS 8 operating system, but you have the opportunity to access the App
Store to utilize any of the more than 1.3 million apps that can greatly expand the
capabilities of these mobile devices.

iOS 8

WHAT’S NEW

It’s now possible to use the official Microsoft
Word, Excel, PowerPoint, or OneNote apps, and/or Outlook Web App (OWA) on
your iPhone or iPad to view, create, edit, and manage Microsoft Office–related
documents and files that are fully compatible with the version of Microsoft Office
you have running on your Mac or PC. These documents and files sync with your
other computers and devices when used with your paid Office 365 subscription
and Microsoft OneDrive account.

Whether you’re a veteran iPhone or iPad user or are just learning how to use an
iOS mobile device, this book will teach you what you need to know to quickly
become proficient using the device itself, as well as the majority of the apps that
come bundled with it. The focus of this all-new fourth edition of iPad and iPhone
Tips and Tricks is to quickly get you acquainted with iOS 8 and help you adapt to
this new version of the operating system while learning how to best utilize the
newest features and functions it offers.

NOTE

The iOS 8 operating system is compatible with the iPhone 4s,
iPhone 5, iPhone 5c, iPhone 5s, iPhone 6, and iPhone 6 Plus, as well as the iPad
2, iPad 3rd Generation, iPad 4th Generation, iPad Air, iPad mini, iPad mini with
Retina Display, the newest iPad models released by Apple in late 2014, and the
iPod touch (5th generation or later).
If you purchased a new iPhone, iPad, or iPod touch after September 2014, iOS 8
came pre-installed on your mobile device, but you might be able to upgrade to an
updated version of iOS 8, such as iOS 8.1.

HOW TO UPGRADE FROM iOS 7 TO iOS 8
Anyone who purchased an iPhone, iPad, or iPod touch before September 2014 will
need to upgrade to iOS 8. The easiest way to do this is to use your mobile device
to access any Wi-Fi hotspot or wireless home network to establish a high-speed
Internet connection. Then, from the Home screen, launch Settings.
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TIP

Before upgrading your iOS mobile device from iOS 6 or iOS 7 to iOS
8, be sure to create a backup of your iPhone or iPad using the iTunes Sync Backup
feature or, better yet, the iCloud Backup feature. After you install the iOS 8 operating
system, all of your apps and related data will automatically be fully restored.

Next, tap on the General option from the main Settings menu, and then tap on the
Software Update option (shown in Figure I.1). If your device is running iOS 6 or iOS
7, a message will appear indicating that an operating system upgrade is available.
Follow the onscreen prompts to download and install iOS 8 for free. The upgrade
process will take between 20 and 45 minutes, depending on which iPhone or iPad
model you’re using, its internal storage capacity, and how much information is
currently stored on your device.

FIGURE I.1
The easiest way to upgrade your iPhone or iPad from iOS 7 to iOS 8 is to use Wi-Fi and access the
Software Update option from within Settings.
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TIP

Every few months, Apple updates the iOS to add new features to
your iPhone or iPad. When a free iOS update is required, a message appears on
your device’s screen, plus a Badge icon appears within the Settings app icon
on your Home screen. For example, iOS 8 was released on September 17, 2014;
however, Apple had already announced a planned iOS 8 update in October 2014
to add the Apple Pay functionality to the iPhone 6 and iPhone 6 Plus.

INTERACTING WITH YOUR iPHONE OR iPAD
If you’re a veteran iPhone or iPad user, you already know that Apple’s iOS
mobile operating system enables you to interact with your mobile device using
its touchscreen. Data entry, for example, is typically done using the virtual
keyboard that is displayed on the screen when it’s needed. Based on the type
of information you’re entering and the app you’re using, the keyboard’s layout
adapts automatically.

iOS 8

WHAT’S NEW

Among the improvements made to iOS 8 is the
introduction of the QuickType virtual keyboards. From an appearance standpoint,
the virtual keyboard that appears on your iPhone or iPad’s screen might initially
look similar to what you’re used to, but app developers now can modify virtual
keyboard layouts to make apps easier and more intuitive to use.
Plus, iOS 8 is designed to better predict what you’re typing, as you’re typing it,
so as you’re using the virtual keyboard, data entry can occur faster and be more
accurate than ever before.

When not using the virtual keyboard, much of your interaction with the iPhone
or iPad is done using a series of taps, swipes, and other finger gestures on the
Multi-Touch display. However, you can also communicate with your iPhone or iPad
using your voice, thanks to Apple’s Siri (which also has some added and improved
functionality) and the Dictation feature, or utilize an optional external keyboard
and/or pen-shaped stylus.
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TOUCHSCREEN TECHNIQUES YOU’LL NEED TO MASTER
To navigate your way around iOS 8 on your iPhone or iPad, you need to master a
series of basic taps and finger gestures. For the most part, these taps and figure
gestures are pretty much the same as they were before, with occasional usage
differences.

iOS 8

WHAT’S NEW

When using the Mail app to review your Inbox(es),
when you swipe from right to left across a message listing, a new menu appears
giving you the option to quickly Move, Flag, or Trash that message. If you swipe
across the listing from left to right, you can mark the message as read, or by
tapping on the message, you can open and read it.

As you learn more about iOS 8’s new features, throughout this book you’ll also
discover how to best utilize them by executing the necessary taps, swipes,
pinches, and other finger gestures.
Just as when using previous editions of the iOS with an iPhone or iPad, from
the moment you turn on your device (or take it out of Sleep mode), aside from
pressing the Home button, virtually all of your interaction with the smartphone or
tablet is done through the following finger movements and taps on the device’s
highly sensitive multitouch display:
Q Tap—Tapping an icon, button, or link that’s displayed on your device’s

screen serves the same purpose as clicking the mouse when you use your
main computer. And, just as when you use a computer, you can single-tap or
double-tap, which is equivalent to a single- or double-click of the mouse.
Q Hold—Instead of a quick tap, in some cases, it is necessary to press and hold

your finger on an icon or onscreen command option. When a hold action is
required, place your finger on the appropriate icon or command option, and
hold it there with a slight pressure. There’s never a need to press down hard
on the smartphone or tablet’s screen.
Q Swipe—A swipe refers to quickly moving your finger along the screen from

right to left, left to right, top to bottom, or bottom to top, in order to scroll
left, right, up, or down, depending on which app you’re using.
Q Pinch—Using your thumb and index finger (the finger next to your thumb),

perform a pinch motion on the touchscreen to zoom out when using certain
apps. Or “unpinch” (by moving your fingers apart quickly) to zoom in on
what you’re looking at on the screen when using many apps.
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TIP

Another way to zoom in or out when looking at the device’s screen
is to double-tap the area of the screen on which you want to zoom in. This works
when you’re surfing the Web in Safari or looking at photos using the Photos app,
as well as within most other apps that support the zoom in/out feature. To zoom
out again, double-tap the screen a second time.

Q Pull-down—Using your finger, swipe it from the very top of the iPhone or

iPad’s screen quickly in a downward direction. This causes the Notification
Center window to appear. You can be holding the device in portrait or
landscape mode for this to work. As you’ll discover in Chapter 1, “Tips and
Tricks for Customizing Settings,” the functionality of Notification Center, and
what information you can access from it, has been enhanced in iOS 8 and is
more customizable than before.

iOS 8

WHAT’S NEW

The pull-down gesture is also used to access the
enhanced Spotlight Search feature. Use a pull-down gesture that starts in the
middle of the iPhone or iPad’s Home screen to access iOS 8’s Spotlight Search
feature. One use of Spotlight Search is to quickly find any information that’s
stored in your mobile device, such as a Contacts entry, Calendar event, or content
in an email message. Enter a keyword or search phrase into the Search field that
appears, tap on the Search key on the virtual keyword, and then tap on one of
the search result listings to access the related data or content by automatically
launching whichever app it relates to.
When your iPhone or iPad has Internet access, Spotlight Search utilizes onlinebased resources automatically to give you access to Wikipedia, news, information
about nearby places, the iTunes Store, App Store, iBooks Store, relevant suggested
websites, movie show times, and other content based on what you’re searching
for (shown in Figure I.2).
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FIGURE I.2
The Spotlight Search feature gives you fast access to a broader range of information and content
that’s stored in your mobile device and that’s available from the Internet.
Q Swipe up—From the bottom of the iPhone or iPad’s screen at any time,

swipe your finger in an upward direction to make the Control Center appear.
From here, you can access a handful of functions, such as Airplane Mode,
Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, the Do Not Disturb feature, and the Screen Rotation Lock,
plus access screen brightness controls, Music app controls, utilize AirDrop
and AirPlay functions, and access commonly used core apps, such as Clock,
Calculator, and Camera. On the iPhone, you can also quickly turn on/off the
Flashlight function. How to use Control Center is also covered in Chapter 2,
“Using Siri, Dictation, and CarPlay to Interact with Your Mobile Device.”
Q Five-finger pinch (iPad only)—To exit out of any app and return to the

Home screen, place all five fingers of one hand on the screen so that they’re
spread out, and then draw your fingers together, as if you’re grabbing
something. Be sure, however, that the Multitasking Gestures are turned on in
the Settings app (found under the General heading).

TIP

Return to the Home screen anytime by pressing the Home button
once, regardless of which app is being used.

INTRODUCTION

Q Multi-finger horizontal swipe (iPad only)—When multiple apps are

simultaneously running, swipe several fingers from left to right or from
right to left on the screen to switch between the active app and the other
apps that are currently running in the background (using the app switcher).
Alternatively, iPad and iPhone users alike can access the app switcher to
quickly switch between apps by quickly pressing the Home button twice.

TIP

Apple continues to make navigating around your favorite apps with
taps, figure gestures, and swipes easy. For example, on any screen where you’re
scrolling downward, such as when you’re surfing the Web with Safari, you can
simply tap on the time that’s displayed at the top center of the screen to quickly
return to the top of the page or screen.
Meanwhile, if you’re in the process of typing something on your iPhone and don’t
like what you typed, instead of pressing and holding the Delete key to delete your
text, simply shake the smartphone in your hand for a second or two to “undo”
your typing.

iOS 8

WHAT’S NEW

With iOS 8, Apple has incorporated ways to more
easily interact with the iPhone using just one hand. On the iPhone 6 and iPhone 6
Plus, the Sleep/Wake button is now positioned on the side, as opposed to the top
of the phone.
When using the iPhone 6 or iPhone 6 Plus, double touch the Home button, and
everything that’s displayed on the screen shifts downward, so you can more easily
reach it with your thumb. Plus, as you’re reading emails, you can use your thumb
(on the hand you’re holding the iPhone with) to swipe left or right across an Inbox
message listing to manage that incoming message.

HOME BUTTON QUICK TIPS
Positioned on the front of your iPhone or iPad, below the main touchscreen, is the
Home button. Here’s how to use some of the Home button’s main functions when
using iOS 8:
Q Activate Siri—Press down and hold the Home button for 2 seconds from

the Home screen or when using any app.
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Q Access the app switcher—From any app (or from the Home screen), quickly

press the Home button twice. Press the Home button again to exit the app
switcher.
Q Exit an app and return to the Home screen—When using any app, press

the Home button once to exit it and return to the Home screen. Keep
in mind, in most cases this does not shut down the app; it will continue
running in the background.
Q Reboot the device (without deleting any of your apps or data)—Press and

hold the Home button simultaneously with the Sleep/Wake button for about
5 seconds, until the Apple logo appears on the screen.
Q Return to the main Home screen—When viewing any of the Home screens

on your mobile device, press the Home button once to return to the main
Home screen.
Q Wake up the device from Sleep mode—Press the Home button once when

your iPhone or iPad is in Sleep mode. If the device is powered down, press
and hold the Power button for several seconds instead.
Q Readjust what’s displayed for one-handed iPhone operation—Double

touch the Home button to shift everything that’s displayed on the iPhone’s
screen downward, so you can interact with that content using the same
hand you’re holding the smartphone with. (This works with the newer
iPhone models only.)
Use the Touch ID that’s built in to the Home button (available in the more
recently released iOS mobile devices) to unlock the device or confirm a
payment using Apple Pay, or when making a content purchase from the App
Store, iTunes Store, iBookstore, or Newsstand.

HOW TO MAKE THE BEST USE OF THE VIRTUAL KEYBOARD
Whenever you need to enter data into your iPhone or iPad, you almost always
use the virtual keyboard that pops up on the bottom portion of the screen when
it’s needed. The virtual keyboard typically resembles a typewriter or computer
keyboard; however, certain onscreen keys have different purposes, depending on
which app you’re using.
For example, when you access the Spotlight Search screen (refer to Figure I.2), you
will notice the large Search key on the right side of the keyboard. However, when
you use the Pages or Microsoft Word apps, the Search key becomes the Return
key. When you surf the Web using Safari, the Search key becomes the Go key in
certain situations, and other keys along the bottom row of the virtual keyboard
change as well.
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When you’re using an app that involves numeric data entry, such as Numbers, the
layout and design of the virtual keyboard can change dramatically.

VIRTUAL KEYBOARD QUICK TIPS
Use these tips to help you more easily work with the virtual keyboard on your
iPhone or iPad.
Q Divide the virtual keyboard in half (iPad and iPad mini only)—Make it

easier to type on the virtual keyboard with your two thumbs while holding
the device. To split the keyboard, use the index fingers on your right and left
hand simultaneously, place them in the center of the virtual keyboard when
it’s visible, and then move them apart.
Q Unlock and move the virtual keyboard upward (iPad and iPad mini

only)—Hold down the Hide Keyboard key (displayed in the lower-right
corner of the keyboard). You’ll be given the opportunity to split or merge the
keyboard, as well as unlock the keyboard.
Q Turn on/off the keyboard’s key click sound—Launch Settings, tap on the

Sounds option, and then from the Sounds menu, scroll down and turn on or
off the virtual switch associated with Keyboard Clicks.
Q Adjust auto-capitalization, autocorrection, check spelling, enable caps

lock, predictive, split keyboard (iPad only), and the keyboard shortcuts
options—Launch Settings, tap on the General option, and then tap on the
Keyboard option to access the Keyboard menu. Turn on or off the virtual
switch associated with each option.
Q Access alternate keys within the virtual keyboard—When you press and

hold down certain keys, it’s possible to access alternative letters, characters or
symbols. For example, this works when you press and hold down the A, C, E, I,
N, O, U, S, Y, or Z keys. When using Safari, press and hold down the period (“.”)
for a second or two to access the .us, .org, .edu, .net, and .com extensions.

TIP

When using the virtual keyboard, to turn on Caps Lock, quickly
double tap the Shift key (it displays an upward-pointing arrow). Tap the key again
to turn off Caps Lock as you’re typing or doing data entry.

Q Make the virtual keyboard disappear—You can often tap anywhere on

the screen except on the virtual keyboard itself, or you can tap on the Hide
Keyboard key (iPad and iPad mini only), which is always located in the lowerright corner of the keyboard.
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Q Make the virtual keyboard appear—If you need to enter data into your

iPhone or iPad but the virtual keyboard doesn’t appear automatically, simply
tap on an empty data field. An appropriately formatted virtual keyboard will
appear.
Q Make the keys on the virtual keyboard larger—For some people, this makes

it easier to type. Simply rotate the iPhone or iPad from portrait to landscape
mode. Keep in mind that not all apps enable you to rotate the screen.
Q Create keyboard shortcuts—If there’s a sentence, paragraph, or phrase

you need to enter repeatedly when using an app, it’s possible to enter that
text just once and save it as a keyboard shortcut. Then, instead of typing a
whole sentence, you can simply type a three-letter code that you assign to
that shortcut, and the virtual keyboard will insert the complete sentence. To
create your own keyboard shortcuts, follow these steps:
1.

Launch Settings and tap on the General option followed by the
Keyboard option.

2.

From the Keyboard menu, tap on the Shortcuts option.

3.

When the Shortcut window appears (shown in Figure I.3), press the “+”
icon to add a new shortcut.
New Shortcut Icon

FIGURE I.3
Create keyboard shortcuts that can later save you time and help improve accuracy as you enter
text into your iPhone or iPad via the virtual keyboard.
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4.

Fill in the Phrase field with the complete sentence you want to include,
such as, “I am in a meeting and will call you back later.”

5.

In the Shortcut field, enter a three-letter combination to use as the keyboard shortcut, such as “IAM” (representing In A Meeting).

6.

Now, anytime the virtual keyboard is displayed (when using any app),
simply type IAM to input the sentence, “I am in a meeting and will call
you back later.”

Q Change keyboard layouts—Built in to iOS are a handful of alternate

keyboard layouts, some offering emoticons, such as Emoji, and some that
offer characters from various foreign languages. To add an alternate keyboard
to your phone or tablet, from the Keyboard menu, follow these steps:
1.

In Settings, tap on the General option.

2.

From the General menu, tap on the Keyboard option.

3.

From the Keyboards menu, tap the Keyboards option (near the top of
the screen), and then from the submenu, tap on the Add New Keyboard
option.

4.

The Add New Keyboard screen displays a long list of alternate keyboards. Select one of them by tapping on it. It will appear on the
Keyboards list.

5.

Exit out of Settings.

6.

From this point forward, when you access the virtual keyboard, a new
key with a globe icon will appear between the 123 and Dictation key.
Tap on this key (shown in Figure I.4) to replace the current keyboard
with the newly added one, and then tap the key with a globe-shaped
icon again to return to the default keyboard layout.
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New QuickType Word Suggestions

Alternate Keyboard Key

FIGURE I.4
Tap on the alternate keyboard key (which looks like a globe) to switch between preloaded
keyboard layouts.

SOMETIMES AN OPTIONAL EXTERNAL KEYBOARD OR
STYLUS WORKS BETTER
If you expect to do a lot of data entry or word processing on your iOS mobile
device, instead of using the virtual keyboard, you can purchase an optional
external keyboard that connects to the smartphone or tablet using a wireless
Bluetooth connection or the device’s Lightning port.

MORE INFO

Apple (http://store.apple.com), Brookstone
(www.brookstone.com), Logitech (www.logitech.com), and Zagg (www.zagg.com)
are just a sampling of companies that offer external iPhone or iPad keyboards. Some
of these keyboards are built in to phone or tablet cases that also double as stands.
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Some apps for the iPhone or iPad enable users to handwrite or draw on the phone
or tablet’s screen using an optional stylus (a pen-shaped device with a special tip
that’s designed to work with the touchscreen display). In the past year, several
pressure-sensitive stylus pens that work with a growing number of drawing,
handwriting, art-related, photo editing, and PDF file annotation apps have been
released. Much less expensive, nonpressure-sensitive styluses are also available.

TIP

The Siri and Dictation features in iOS 8 have also been enhanced.
Discover tips and strategies that focus on how to “communicate” with your
iPhone or iPad using your voice in Chapter 2.

HOW TO TURN THE iPHONE OR iPAD ON OR OFF,
VERSUS PLACING IT INTO SLEEP MODE
Your iOS mobile device can be turned on, turned off, placed into Sleep mode, or
placed into Airplane mode.
Q Turned on—When your phone or tablet is turned on, it can run apps and

perform all the tasks it was designed to do. The touchscreen is active, as is its
capability to communicate. To turn on the iPhone or iPad when it is powered
off, press and hold the Power button that’s located near the top-right corner
of the device for about 5 seconds, until the Apple logo appears on the
screen. Release the Power button, and then wait a few additional seconds
while the device boots up. When the Lock Screen appears, you’re ready to
begin using the iPhone or iPad.

iOS 8

WHAT’S NEW

The location of the Sleep/Wake (or Power) button
on the iPhone 6 and iPhone 6 Plus has been moved to the side of the handset.

Q Turned off—When your iPhone or iPad is turned off and powered down, it

is not capable of any form of communication, and all apps that were running
are shut down. The device is dormant. To turn off your phone or tablet, press
down and hold the Power button for about 5 seconds, until the Slide To
Power Off banner appears on the screen. Swipe your finger along this redand-white banner from left to right. The device will shut down.
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Q Sleep mode—To place your iPhone or iPad into Sleep mode, press and

release the Power button once. To wake up the device, you can press the
Power button or the Home button. In Sleep mode, your device’s screen is
turned off but the phone or tablet can still connect to the Internet, receive
incoming calls (iPhone) or text messages, retrieve emails, and run apps in the
background. Notification Center also remains fully operational, so you can be
alerted of pre-set alarms, for example. Sleep mode offers a way to conserve
battery life when you’re not actively using your phone or tablet.

NOTE

By default, your iPhone or iPad will go into Sleep mode and AutoLock after 5 minutes. To adjust this time interval or turn off the Auto-Lock feature,
launch Settings, tap on the General option, and then tap on the Auto-Lock feature.
Options then include activating Auto-Lock after 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5 minutes, or never.

TIP

On the iPad, you can place the tablet into Sleep mode by placing
an Apple Smart Cover (or compatible cover) over the screen, assuming the iPad
Cover Lock/Unlock option is turned on from the General menu within Settings.
When in Sleep mode, an iPad will “wake up” for an incoming call (when used with
iOS 8’s Continuity feature), a FaceTime call, or an incoming text message.

Q Airplane mode—This mode enables your device to remain fully functional,

except it can’t communicate in any way using a 3G or 4G (LTE) cellular
connection (and the iPhone cannot make or receive calls). Apps that do not
require Internet access continue to function normally. So, if you’re aboard an
airplane, you can switch into Airplane mode and continue reading an eBook,
playing a game, word processing, watching a movie that you’ve downloaded
from the iTunes Store, or working with a wide range of other apps. After
switching into Airplane mode, it is possible to turn Wi-Fi Internet access
back on, yet keep the cellular connection turned off. This is useful if you’re
traveling abroad, for example, and don’t want to incur international cellular
roaming charges, or if you’re aboard an airplane that offers Wi-Fi service.

TIP

To turn on/off Airplane mode, launch Settings, and from the main
Settings menu, tap on the virtual switch that’s associated with Airplane mode.
Alternatively, launch Control Center and tap on the Airplane mode icon.
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On the iPhone, you can also place the device into Do Not Disturb mode. This
automatically routes incoming calls directly to voice mail. As you’ll discover,
you can customize the Do Not Disturb feature to allow certain people that you
preselect to reach you, when you otherwise want to be left alone.

TIP

To activate and customize the Do Not Disturb feature, launch
Settings and tap on the Do Not Disturb option. To later turn on or off the feature,
access the Control Center and tap on the crescent moon-shaped icon (shown in
Figure I.5).
When turned on, a moon icon is displayed on the iPhone or iPad’s Status Bar, and
all calls and alerts are silenced. This feature can be turned on or off at anytime, or
you can preschedule specific times you want Do Not Disturb to be activated, such
as between 11:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m. on weekdays. From the Do Not Disturb menu
within Settings (shown in Figure I.6), you can also determine whether certain
callers are allowed to reach you when the phone is in Do Not Disturb mode.

Do No Disturb Icon

FIGURE I.5
Turning on or off the Do Not Disturb feature is now much easier using Control Center in iOS 8.
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FIGURE I.6
From the Do Not Disturb menu screen within Settings, be sure to customize this feature so it best
meets your needs and schedule, based on when you want to be left alone.

Keep in mind that when your iPhone is turned off, all incoming calls are forwarded
directly to voicemail, and it is not possible to initiate an outgoing call. Likewise,
incoming text messages, FaceTime calls, and other communications from the
outside world cannot be accepted when an iPhone or iPad is turned off. Instead,
when you turn on the device, notifications for these missed messages are
displayed in Notification Center, within their respective apps, and potentially on
the Lock Screen, depending on how you set up Notification Center.
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DISCOVER WHAT’S NEW IN iOS 8
Among the major enhancements to iOS 8 are the ways it enables your iPhone or
iPad to communicate and easily share data and information wirelessly with others.
You’ll also discover better integration with online social networking services,
as well as with Apple’s own iCloud service. Plus, thanks to Handoff and iCloud
integration, your iPhone, iPad, and Mac more seamlessly work with each other.
Let’s take a quick look at some of the major new features and enhancements made
to iOS 8. You’ll learn strategies for best utilizing the majority of these features later
in the book. But first, here’s a rundown of what’s new and noteworthy about iOS 8:
Q Camera—The Camera app on the iPhone has several new features, like a

Time-Lapse and Timer shooting mode. On the iPad, several Camera app
features that were previously available only on the iPhone can now be used
when snapping photos with the tablet’s built-in camera, including the Pano
(panoramic) shooting mode. Chapter 8, “Shoot, Edit, and Share Photos and
Videos,” focuses on using the Camera app to take awesome photos.
Q Photos—In addition to providing a more powerful collection of photo

editing and organizational tools, the Photos app now works with iCloud’s
Family Sharing feature, so you can share images and videos with up to five
other family members. Plus, in 2015, Apple will be changing iCloud’s My
Photo Stream and Shared Photo Stream features, making them easier to use.
Thus, sharing photos with others via the Internet will be easier than ever
using a new feature called iCloud Photo Library.
Q Messages—In addition to giving you greater control over your text

messaging, iOS 8 makes it easier to participate in group conversations and
withdraw from group conversations that no longer interest you. Plus, you
can now send sound (see Figure I.7) and/or video clips as a text message,
more easily share your location with others during a conversation, see
attachments sent and received during a text message conversation on one
scrollable screen, and send multiple photos or video clips at once.
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FIGURE I.7
The Messages app now enables you to record and send sound as a text message.
Q QuickType—Whenever you use the iPhone or iPad’s virtual keyboard, not

only does it better anticipate what you’re typing, it understands context and
adjusts word or phrase suggestions accordingly.
Q Family Sharing—Now, up to six family members can share iTunes Store,

iBookstore, and App Store content purchases, plus share photos. Yet, each
person can have their own (private) iCloud account that utilizes their own Apple
ID and password. So, while selected content can be shared, other data and
content stored in an iCloud account or iOS mobile device can be kept private.
Q iCloud Drive—In addition to app-specific data and files, it’s now possible

to manually or automatically back up or sync other types of files, data, and
documents using a personal iCloud account. This feature works more like
other cloud-based file sharing services, such as Dropbox.
Q Health—Using the iPhone’s new Health app with third-party apps, the Apple

Watch, and/or other optional equipment, you can manage aspects of your
health, fitness, diet, sleep, and daily activity, so you can lead a healthier lifestyle.
Q Handoff—Your iPhone, iPad, and Mac(s) now work more seamlessly

together, so you can always have access to the information you need,
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when and where you need it. Plus, you can communicate more efficiently.
For example, it’s now possible to answer an incoming phone call (to your
iPhone) from your nearby iPad or Mac (running OS X Yosemite), as shown in
Figure I.8.

FIGURE I.8
When turned on, if your iPhone and iPad are within wireless range of each other (about 33
feet), you can answer incoming calls to your iPhone on your iPad, and then use your tablet as a
speakerphone.
Q Enhanced Notification Center—Notification Center (shown in Figure I.9)

offers a centralized place where your iPhone or iPad keeps track of alerts,
alarms, and notifications related to the apps you’re running and functions
you’re using. Thanks to iOS 8, additional information, such as the current
weather forecast and/or local traffic conditions, can now be displayed as part
of Notification Center’s Today screen. In Chapter 1, discover strategies for
managing Notification Center and learn how to customize the information it
tracks and displays.
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FIGURE I.9
Additional and customizable information can now be displayed on the Notification Center’s
various screens.

iOS 8

WHAT’S NEW

To access the Notification Center window,
regardless of which app you’re working with or what you’re doing on your iOS
mobile device, simply swipe your finger from the top of the screen in a downward
direction. To begin customizing how Notification Center functions on your device,
launch Settings, and then tap on the Notifications option listed in the main
Settings menu.
Additional customization options can be accessed by launching Notification
Center, tapping on the Today tab, and then scrolling down to the bottom of the
screen. Tap on the Edit button to determine what information should appear
within this screen and rearrange the order in which information is displayed.

Q Enhanced multitasking—Your iPhone or iPad has the capability to run

multiple apps simultaneously, although on the screen, you can be working
with only one app at a time. The rest continue running in the background.
To quickly switch between apps that are running, or shut down one or more
apps, enter the app switcher on your device. To do this, press the Home
button twice quickly.
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The app switcher displays icons for all the apps currently running on your
device along the bottom of the screen, and in the main area of the screen
are thumbnail images representing the apps that are running.
Scroll from right to left or from left to right (using a swipe motion with your
finger) to see all the apps that are running. To switch to a different app and
make it active, tap on its thumbnail or app icon.
To shut down an app while in the app switcher, swipe your finger in an
upward direction along the thumbnail image for the app you want to close.

iOS 8

WHAT’S NEW

When you access the app switcher, displayed
along the top are thumbnail images representing people you’ve recently
communicated with. To reconnect with any of these people via phone call,
FaceTime call, or text message, tap on his or her thumbnail image.

NOTE

After you launch most apps, they continue running in the background if you simply press the Home button to exit out of them to return to the
Home screen. You can shut down an app from the app switcher or by turning off
your iPhone or iPad altogether. If an app was running before you turned off your
device, however, it automatically reopens in the background when you restart
the device.

Q AirDrop—Instead of just being able to wirelessly send certain types of

content, such as photos, from one nearby iOS mobile device to another, the
AirDrop feature now works between iPhones, iPads, and Macs and can be
used with more types of files and content.
Q New Web surfing features in Safari—The Safari web browser that comes

bundled with iOS 8 has also been enhanced, giving users more features that
make surfing the Web, as well as organizing and sharing Bookmarks and
related information, much easier and more efficient. Be sure to read Chapter
12, “Surf the Web More Efficiently Using Safari,” to discover strategies for
using all of Safari’s newest features.
Q Improved Siri functionality—Siri has been given additional functionality

with iOS 8. When you ask Siri a question, the feature can now access more
online sources to quickly find you the answer. You can also use Siri to
control more iPhone or iPad functions, such as playing music, accessing
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voicemails, or controlling iTunes Radio. The focus of Chapter 2 is on how to
effectively “talk” to Siri.

iOS 8

WHAT’S NEW

If you own a 2013 or later model year vehicle from
one of more than a dozen car manufacturers, including General Motors, your
vehicle can probably link with your iPhone or iPad via Bluetooth, or the vehicle
might have a CarPlay Lightning port built in.
Using Siri Eyes Free and other iOS 8 CarPlay functionality, it’s possible to control
certain features and functions of your iPhone through your car’s in-dash
infotainment system and issue commands using your voice, while never taking
your eyes off the road to look at the iPhone’s screen. For example, you can
listen to music stored on your iOS device, have Siri read incoming emails or text
messages, access details about your contacts or schedule, and perform a wide
range of other tasks verbally while driving.

Q New features in all of iOS 8’s core apps—Your iPhone or iPad comes with

a handful of preinstalled apps, such as Contacts, Calendar, Reminders, Notes,
Mail, Safari, Maps, App Store, iTunes Store, Music, Weather, Messages, and
Passbook. The iOS 8 versions of these and other preinstalled apps have
all been redesigned and enhanced with new features and functions that
will be explained throughout this book. In addition, Apple’s iWork apps
(Pages, Numbers, and Keynote) and iLife apps (including iMovie) have been
enhanced for use with iOS 8 and some of iCloud’s newest functions.
Q Better integration with iCloud—In addition to serving as an online-based

file sharing and data backup service, iCloud works seamlessly with many
core iPhone and iPad functions built in to iOS 8, as well as many of the
apps that come bundled with the operating system. With iOS 8, Apple has
introduced Family Sharing, iCloud Drive, and iCloud Photo Library (coming in
2015) to make this online-based service even more powerful.

NOTE

Some iCloud-related functions can be utilized from your iPhone
or iPad using a 3G or 4G (LTE) cellular data connection. However, to utilize some
of iCloud’s other features, such as iCloud Backup, a Wi-Fi connection is required.
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Q Improved communication tools through iOS 8’s app-related sharing

buttons—Certain apps that come preinstalled with iOS 8, such as Contacts
and Photos, enable you to share app-specific data with others. The latest
versions of these and other apps offer enhancements in terms of how you
can share app-specific data via the Mail or Messages app, Facebook or
Twitter, or the AirDrop feature. You’ll discover these improvements in most
apps that feature a Share button, including the optional iWork for iOS apps
(Pages, Numbers, and Keynote).
Figure I.10 shows the Share menu screen that’s displayed on the iPad Air
after tapping on the Share icon in the Photos app. As you can see, digital
images stored on an iOS mobile device can now be shared via AirDrop,
Messages, Mail, iCloud Photo Sharing, Twitter, Facebook, or Flickr. From
this menu screen, the Copy, Slideshow, Airplay, Assign to Contact, Use
as Wallpaper, and Print commands are also available, and thumbnails of
selected images are displayed.

FIGURE I.10
The newly expanded Share menu screen in the iOS 8 version of the Photos app.

APPLE PAY OFFERS A NEW WAY TO PAY FOR THINGS
Built in to iOS 8, Apple Pay is available when using the iPhone 6, iPhone 6 Plus, Apple
Watch, and perhaps the newest iPad models released in late 2014. Apple Pay is a new
way to pay for purchases in retail stores throughout the United States and online.
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With Apple Pay, your iPhone is used to scan each of your credit or debit cards just
once. This information is then securely stored in a special chip built in to your iOS
mobile device. Then, when you’re visiting a participating retail store, simply hold
your compatible iOS mobile device (or Apple Watch) up to a special scanner that’s
connected to a cash register, place your thumb or finger on the Touch ID sensor
that’s built in to the mobile device, and within seconds, you can initiate a credit or
debit card purchase in an extremely secure fashion.
The merchant doesn’t actually gain access to your credit card number or your
name, and Apple does not collect any personal details related to the purchase
transaction. If your iOS mobile device gets lost or stolen, simply use the Find My
iPhone feature to lock down the device. Your stored credit/debit card details can’t
be used by an iPhone thief, because their fingerprint will not be recognized by the
Touch ID sensor, and because Apple Pay does not retain your actual credit/debit
card numbers, there’s no need to contact your bank to cancel the cards and have
them reissued.
Apple Pay works with the Passbook app that comes preinstalled on the iPhone
with iOS 8, and the service supports Visa, MasterCard, and American Express credit
and debit cards. When the Apple Pay service launched in October 2014, it was
immediately supported at more than 220,000 retail and fast food locations.
Currently, Apple Pay is accepted at Macy’s, Bloomingdales, Walgreen’s, Subway,
McDonald’s, Whole Foods, Disney Stores, Walt Disney World, PetCo, Toys ‘R Us,
Apple Stores, and many other retail chains, with more stores incorporating the
Apple Pay technology into their cash registers every week.

SECURING YOUR iOS MOBILE DEVICE WITH A PASSCODE
If you’re worried about other people being able to pick up your iPhone or iPad and
access your confidential information or use it to access your favorite websites by
signing in using your username, it continues to be possible to password protect
your iOS mobile device. When the Passcode Lock feature is turned on, you must
manually enter a four-digit passcode (or a longer password) that you preselect to
get past the device’s Lock Screen.
To turn on the Passcode Lock feature, launch Settings and tap on the General
option. From the General menu, tap on Passcode Lock. Then, from the Passcode
Lock screen, tap on the Turn Passcode On option. You will be promoted to create
a four-digit passcode for your device and reenter it twice.
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CAUTION

When creating a passcode, do not use something obvious,
like 1234, 4321, 1111, or your birthdate.

From the Passcode Lock screen, you can then customize Passcode Lock
functionality. For example, you can restrict certain iPhone/iPad features from
being accessible from the Lock Screen. Plus, by turning on the Erase Data option,
you can set up the device to automatically delete its contents if someone enters
the wrong passcode 10 times in a row.

TIP

If you don’t think a four-digit passcode is secure enough for your
iPhone or iPad, turn off the Simple Passcode option that’s displayed as part of the
Passcode Lock menu screen within Settings. You’ll now be able to create a more
complex alphanumeric password for your device.

iOS 8

WHAT’S NEW

With iOS 8, more iOS mobile devices (including the
iPhone 5s, iPhone 6, iPhone 6 Plus, iPad Air 2, and iPad mini 3) have a Touch ID
sensor built in to the Home button. This enables the device to be unlocked using
a fingerprint scan, as opposed to a four-digit passcode. This same Touch ID can be
used to authorize purchases.

FIND YOUR LOST OR STOLEN DEVICE USING THE FIND
MY iPHONE/iPAD FEATURE
The Find My iPhone/iPad feature enables you to quickly pinpoint the exact
location of your device if it gets lost or stolen, and then offers tools to help you
lock down, erase, and/or retrieve your device. At the same time, if the device does
get stolen, you can render the device absolutely useless unless someone knows
your Apple ID and password.
For the Find My iPhone/iPad feature to work, however, it must be turned on and
activated once. Then, to pinpoint the location of your phone or tablet, it will
need to be turned on and be able to connect to the Internet (that is, not be in
Airplane mode).
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To activate Find My iPhone/iPad, as soon as you install iOS 8 or anytime thereafter,
access Settings and tap on the iCloud option from the main Settings menu. Then,
from the iCloud menu, make sure the virtual switch associated with Find My
iPhone is turned on.
Now, if you ever need to locate your iPhone or iPad, you have several options.
First, you can use the free Find My iPhone app that’s available from the App Store.
Launch the app and sign in using your Apple ID and password. The location of
your device will then be displayed on a detailed map.
Tap on the virtual pushpin on the map, or any of the command buttons displayed
at the bottom of the app’s screen, to then use online-based tools to help you
locate, lock down, or erase your mobile device remotely.
Another way to locate your iOS mobile device is to use any computer’s web
browser and visit www.icloud.com/#find. Sign in to the website using your Apple
and ID and password. The same tools for locating and protecting your iOS mobile
device are then made available to you online—from anywhere. The Find My
feature can also be set up to work with iCloud’s Family Sharing function, so you
can use a family member’s Apple equipment to pinpoint the location of your
iPhone or iPad.

TIP

Be sure you turn on Find My iPhone/iPad on your mobile device
immediately. If this feature is not active, you will not be able to use the tools
Apple offers to locate, lock down, or remotely erase your device if it later gets lost
or stolen.
Even if the device is not turned on or connected to the Internet when it’s initially
lost or stolen, the Find My iPhone/iPad feature can alert you the moment
someone finds or tries to turn on your device.

MAINTAIN A BACKUP OF YOUR DEVICE
Using Apple’s iCloud service, it is possible to set up your iPhone or iPad to
automatically back itself up once per day, as long as you turn on the auto backup
feature. For this feature to work, the device needs access to a Wi-Fi Internet
connection. It also must be locked and plugged in to an external power source to
auto-initiate the backup process.
To set up the iCloud Backup feature, which needs to be done only once, follow
these steps:
1. Launch Settings and tap on the iCloud option.
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2. Make sure Wi-Fi is turned on and your device can link to the wireless network
in your home or office.
3. From the iCloud menu screen, tap on the Backup option.
4. From the Backup menu screen, turn on the virtual switch that’s associated
with the iCloud Backup option (shown in Figure I.11).

FIGURE I.11
After turning on the virtual switch that’s associated with the iCloud Backup option in Settings, it’s
possible to manually initiate a backup by tapping on the Back Up Now option.

TIP

At anytime, you can initiate a manual backup of your device. Access
the Backup menu screen within Settings, and then tap on the Back Up Now option.
You’ll notice that the time and date of the last successful backup is displayed on
this screen.

Later, if you need to reset your iPhone or iPad and erase its contents, or you
need to replace your phone or tablet, you can easily restore your data using
the last successful iCloud backup. When using this backup method, the backup
files associated with your mobile device are stored “in the cloud” within your
iCloud account.
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iTUNES SYNC IS ALSO A VIABLE BACKUP OPTION
When it comes to syncing data between your primary computer(s) and other
iOS mobile device(s), as well as maintaining a backup of your iPhone or iPad, this
can be done by connecting your iOS mobile device(s) directly to your primary
computer via the supplied USB cable, and then by using the iTunes Sync process.
Because iOS 8 is fully integrated with iCloud, maintaining a backup of your
device and syncing app-specific data, as well as transferring data, files, photos
and content between your Mac(s), PC(s), and other iOS mobile device(s), can
now much more easily be done using iCloud. When you use iCloud Backup, for
example, your iPhone or iPad’s backup files are stored online “in the cloud,” and
not on your primary computer’s hard drive. Because this is the more popular way
to back up and sync data, it’s the approach we’ll focus on in this book.

MORE INFO

To use the iTunes Sync process between your iPhone
or iPad and a Mac or Windows-based PC, download and install the latest version of
the iTunes software onto your computer. To do this, visit www.apple.com/itunes.
To learn more about using the iTunes Sync process to transfer, sync, and back up
apps, data, content, and photos, visit www.apple.com/support/itunes.

WHAT THIS BOOK OFFERS
This all-new fourth edition of iPad and iPhone Tips and Tricks will help you quickly
discover all the important new features and functions of iOS 8 and show you how
to begin fully utilizing this operating system and its bundled apps so that you
can transform your iPhone, iPad, iPad mini, or iPod touch into the most versatile,
useful, and fun-to-use tool possible.
Each chapter of this book focuses on using various aspects of iOS 8 or the apps
that come preinstalled with it. You’ll also discover strategies for finding and
installing optional third-party apps from the App Store, plus learn all about how
to experience various other types of content—from music, TV shows, and movies,
to eBooks and digital editions of magazines, plus learn how to best organize, view,
and share your own digital photos.
In terms of using your iPhone or iPad as a powerful communications tool,
you’ll discover strategies for efficiently making and receiving calls (iPhone
only), sending and receiving text messages, participating in FaceTime calls
(videoconferencing), and participating on the online social networking services
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(like Facebook and Twitter), while simultaneously making full use of iOS 8’s latest
features. The book also explores how to take full control of and customize your
phone or tablet using the tools and features available from Settings, Control
Center, and Notification Center.
In iPad and iPhone Tips and Tricks, Fourth Edition, you’ll also discover tricks for
utilizing iCloud with your iOS mobile device, plus learn all about how to use the
most popular apps that come bundled with the iOS 8 operating system (including
Contacts, Calendar, Reminders, Notes, Mail, Messages, Safari, Camera, Photos,
Maps, Music, Videos, Newsstand, FaceTime, and the iTunes Store), as well as
popular apps released by Apple and third parties that enhance the capabilities of
your device, including Find My iPhone, YouTube, iPhoto, Facebook, and Twitter.
For the first time, this fourth edition of the book offers details about how to
manage your health and automate your home using new iOS 8 features and
functions. For this, see Chapter 10, “Improve Your Health and Automate Your
Home Using Your iOS Mobile Device.”
Plus, this edition of the book includes an introduction to Apple Watch and explains
how this wearable device, which will be released in early 2015, can be used with
your iPhone and various apps.

NOTE

Now that the iPhones and iPads come with a variety of different
screen sizes, based on the model you choose, iOS 8 automatically adjusts all
apps to best utilize available screen space. Thus, as you’re looking at screenshots
throughout this book, keep in mind that what you see on your device’s screen
may vary slightly if you’re using a different model iPhone or iPad than what was
used to create the screenshot.

ATTENTION, PLEASE…
Throughout the book, look for What’s New, Tip, Note, Caution, and More Info
boxes that convey useful tidbits of information relevant to the chapter you’re
reading. Within each chapter, you’ll also discover Quick Tips sections, which
quickly outline how to perform a series of common tasks related to the iOS 8
features, functions, or app(s) that are being discussed.
The What’s New boxes, for example, highlight new features or functionality
introduced in iOS 8, while the More Info boxes provide website URLs or list
additional resources that you can use to obtain more information about a
particular topic.
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IMPROVE YOUR HEALTH AND
AUTOMATE YOUR HOME USING
YOUR iOS MOBILE DEVICE
One of the things that’s built in to every iPhone and iPad
model running iOS 8 is potential. In other words, what
your smartphone or tablet is or will soon be capable of is
limited only by the imaginations of app developers and your
willingness to embrace cutting-edge new ways to utilize this
technology in your everyday life.
Built in to iOS 8 are a vast assortment of tools available to
app developers that now make it easier to create cuttingedge apps related to health, fitness, and home automation.
As third-party developers begin to utilize these tools, and
equipment manufacturers build iPhone compatibility and
integration into their products, what will soon be possible
using your smartphone or tablet are things that just a few
years ago were only featured in science fiction novels, movies,
and comic books.
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NOTE

Home automation refers to your ability to control other
equipment in your home from your iPhone, such as the lights, a television set and
cable box/DVR, door locks, thermostat, burglar alarm, security monitors, and even
some major appliances.

DISCOVER THE NEW iPHONE-SPECIFIC HEALTH APP
Among all the other app icons displayed on your iPhone’s Home screen is a
new app called Health. On its own, the Health app can’t do much. However, for
people who are fitness, health, and/or nutrition conscious, the Health app works
as a “dashboard” with a growing number of other workout and fitness, diet, and
lifestyle apps, and it can help you monitor and analyze your daily activity, food
intake, and sleep patterns.
Beyond just working with other apps, the Health app is designed to integrate
and communicate with optional equipment, such as the Apple Watch, as well
as a vast selection of other fitness and medical devices, ranging from heart-rate
monitors to workout machines, digital scales, and various types of sleep and blood
sugar monitors. The Health app is designed to gather information from these
sources and help you track your progress and share this data with appropriate
professionals, when applicable.
The Health app comes preinstalled with iOS 8; however, as of Fall 2014, the
potential of what this app will be able to do when used with other apps and
equipment has barely been tapped. Apple is working closely with hospitals and
medical equipment companies, fitness companies (including Nike), as well as
many app developers to begin creating health, fitness, and diet tools for the
iPhone that will make it easier for anyone to lead a healthier lifestyle.
What’s nice about the Health app is that it’s fully customizable. You determine
what data it collects or what you enter into it, and then you determine how that
data is used and whether it can be shared. If you ultimately choose to share certain
information in the app, such as your fitness or workout progress with a personal
trainer, you can still keep other medical data private.

TIP

To discover what apps are designed to work with Health, visit the
App Store, tap on the Explore icon that’s displayed near the bottom of the screen,
and then tap on the Health & Fitness or Medical options.
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START USING THE HEALTH APP RIGHT AWAY
Without allowing your iPhone to communicate with other optional fitness or medical equipment, the Health app’s capabilities are limited to being a secure personal
database for medical, diet, and health-related information that you manually enter
into the app, or that can be imported from other apps installed on your iPhone.
To get started using the Health app, launch it from the Home screen. By default,
the Dashboard screen is displayed. This is where collected data from optional
apps and equipment is displayed in one centralized place. Using this data, you can
easily track your health, fitness, diet and/or sleep patterns. Tap on the Day, Week,
Month, or Year tabs that are displayed along the top of the screen to sort and
display this information, if applicable.

NOTE

If you’re not using the Health app with other apps or optional
equipment, a Dashboard Empty message is displayed near the center of the screen.

Displayed along the bottom of the screen are four command icons, labeled Dashboard, Health Data, Sources, and Medical ID. Tap on the Health Data icon to access
a menu of categories related to the types of data the Health app is capable of collecting, tracking, analyzing, and sharing. As you can see from Figure 10.1, options
include Body Measurements, Fitness, Me, Nutrition, Results, Sleep, and Vitals.
Tap on any of these options, and you can manually enter relevant data. For
example, tap on the Me option to enter your Birthdate, Biological Sex, and Blood
Type. Tap on Nutrition to manually track your intake of specific food types or the
nutritional aspects of the food you eat. For example, from the Nutrition menu, tap
on Caffeine, and then each time you consume a caffeinated beverage, tap on the
Add Data Point option (shown in Figure 10.2).
From the Add Data screen, the time and date are automatically recorded
(however, you can tap on these fields to override them), and then you’re
prompted to enter your consumption amount. As you do this over time, you can
tap on the Day, Week, Month, or Year tabs displayed at the top of the Caffeine
screen, for example, to display how much caffeine you consume and what times of
day you’re most apt to consume it. As you tap on each tab, this information is also
displayed in chart form on the screen.
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FIGURE 10.1
This is the main Health Data menu that’s displayed when you tap on the Health Data icon.

FIGURE 10.2
You can manually track your intake of various types of foods or other nutrition-related
information using the Health Data option built in to the Health app.
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TIP

As you’re tracking specific types of nutritional intake data, whether
it’s caffeine, fiber, iron, potassium, sodium, sugar, or total fat, for example, turn on
the virtual switch associated with the Show On Dashboard option (refer to Figure
10.2) to display this particular information on the app’s main Dashboard.
Tap on the Share Data option to specify exactly which apps and outside sources
you’re willing to share this particular data with.

When it comes to selecting which apps and optional equipment you want to
utilize with the Health app, this is controlled by tapping on the Sources icon. From
here, you control which apps and equipment can transmit data to or retrieve data
from the Health app. If no optional apps or equipment are being used, the word
None is displayed under the Apps heading.

EVERY iPHONE USER SHOULD UTILIZE THE HEALTH APP’S
MEDICAL ID FEATURE
Whether or not you’re using any additional apps or equipment, you can utilize the
Medical ID tool that’s built in to the Health app. This is basically a digital summary
of vital medical information that you can make available to doctors, paramedics, or
medical personnel in case of an emergency.
To use the Medical ID component of the Health app, tap on the Medical ID icon (in
the lower-right corner of the screen). From the Medical ID welcome screen, tap on
the Create Medical ID option, and then tap on each field to manually enter medical
information about yourself (shown in Figure 10.3).
Here, you can list your medical conditions, emergency contacts, primary care
physician, your birthday (age), height, weight, blood type, and whether you want
to be an organ donor. For easy identification, you can also include a photo of
yourself in the app.

TIP

After filling in these fields with your personal data, it’s possible to
later edit it by tapping on the Edit icon that’s displayed in the top-right corner of
the screen.
At the top of this Medical ID Edit Screen is a virtual switch associated with the
Show When Locked option. Turn on this option if you want a doctor or emergency
medical professional to be able to access your Medical ID information from your
locked iPhone, without knowing its passcode.
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FIGURE 10.3
By filling in the Medical ID component of the Health app with your personal data, it can later be
accessed by medical professionals in an emergency situation.

TIP

Tap on the Medical ID Edit option to reveal additional fields that you
can manually fill in. The more information you include, the more helpful it could
be to doctors in an emergency situation. For example, be sure to fill in the Medical
Notes and Allergies & Reactions fields, as well as the Medications field with an
up-to-date listing of medications you take.

FITNESS TRACKERS CAN ALSO COMMUNICATE
WITH THE HEALTH APP
In addition to the Apple Watch being designed to work seamlessly with the Health
app on the iPhone to gather fitness-related data and transmit it wirelessly and in
real time, several third-party fitness trackers are available. For example, there’s
the popular Nike+ FuelBand SE (www.nike.com/FuelBand); several products from
Fitbit (www.fitbit.com), including the Fitbit Flex, Fitbit Ultra, Tory Burch ring, and
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the Metal Fret Pendant; and Jawbone’s Up24 fitness and sleep tracker bracelet
(https://jawbone.com/up). Each of these products works with a proprietary iPhone
app as well as the Health app.

NOTE

Many of the third-party fitness tracker accessories offer similar
fitness-related functionality to what the Apple Watch offers, but these devices
are typically priced at less than $150.00, compared to the starting price of Apple
Watch, which is $349.00.

Other companies offer more high-tech medical devices that work with the iPhone
(and Health app). For example, there’s the iBGStar Glucose Meter (www.ibgstar.us),
iPhoneECG Electrocardiogram from AliveCor (www.alivecor.com), and the Withings
Blood Pressure Monitor (www.withings.com/us/blood-pressure-monitor.html).

HOME AUTOMATION IS EASY USING YOUR
iPHONE/iPAD
Built in to iOS 8 are tools that Apple refers to as HomeKit. As an iPhone or iPad
user, this is not something you have direct access to, because they’re tools
designed for use by app developers and companies that manufacture home
automation-related products that can be controlled wirelessly using an iPhone or
iPad.
In the last few years, dozens of companies have released cutting-edge products
related to home automation that are affordable and extremely easy to use. Some
of the most successful home automation products released thus far include the
Philips Hue Lighting System (www.meethue.com), NEST thermostat (www.nest.
com), and the Kevo Kwikset automated door lock (www.kwikset.com).
In addition, every major home security company, including ADT (www.adt.
com) and Xfinity Home Security (www.comcast.com/home-security.html), has
introduced complete systems that can be remotely controlled from an iPhone.
These systems enable you to control the burglar alarms, smoke detectors, door
locks, lights, and the garage door opener, for example.
There are also many inexpensive do-it-yourself home security and monitoring
tools that don’t require an ongoing monthly fee. For example, for about $100.00,
you can purchase a wireless camera that can be used for home security (or as a
baby/pet monitor). It can be plugged in anywhere in your home, and then will
transmit live video and sound directly to your iPhone, which you can view from
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anywhere in the world. For these cameras to work, an in-home wireless network is
required, plus your iPhone requires Internet access.
Most cable and satellite TV companies and DVR (digital video recorder) makers,
including TiVo, have also developed proprietary apps that allow iPhone (or iPad)
users to remotely program and control their home theater system from virtually
anywhere, and in some cases, stream content that’s saved on a DVR directly to an
iPhone or iPad’s screen for remote viewing.
Meanwhile, a company called Belkin (www.belkin.com) has been a pioneer in the
iPhone/iPad home automation arena. This company offers a lineup of WeMo products that include the WeMo Insight Switch electrical outlet and WeMo Light Switch.
The Insight Switch plugs into any existing electrical outlet, and then using a special
app, enables users to remotely turn on or off what’s plugged into that outlet using
their iPhone or iPad, while the WeMo Light Switch replaces any traditional light
switch with one that can also be remotely controlled from a smartphone or tablet.
Belkin has also introduced the WeMo LED Starter Kit to compete with Philips
Hue Lighting System and provide consumers with an easy to way install and use
programmable LED lights within a home or office. Plus, the company has given
Crock-Pot cooking a high-tech twist with the Crock-Pot Smart Slow Cooker with
WeMo, which allows for this Crock-Pot to be remotely programmed and controlled
from anywhere using an iPhone or iPad.
In the near future, more categories of home automation products will be made
available. One of the more interesting categories are smart appliances, such as
refrigerators, washers, and dryers, that will be controllable from an iOS mobile
device. Imagine being at a supermarket, tapping on your iPhone’s screen, and
being able to determine whether you need to add milk to your shopping list
based on what’s currently in your fridge.
Thanks to Apple’s HomeKit tools that app developers are now working with,
home automation apps will become compatible with Siri, so they’ll accept voice
commands and requests to remotely control various products and devices from an
iPhone or iPad.
Plus, security features that utilize the TouchID sensor that’s built in to the Home
button of the iOS mobile devices could be used in addition to passwords to
keep unauthorized people from remotely accessing or controlling various home
automation products being used in your home.
How these HomeKit tools will be implemented by the various home automation
companies and app developers is yet to be seen. However, Apple has developed
these tools to enhance security-related tasks associated with home automation,
and at the same time, has issued some strict guidelines in terms of how these
technologies can be used to provide home automation services without infringing
on a consumer’s privacy.
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Numerics
1080p HD video, shooting,
225-226

A
Accept Cookies, Safari, 331
accessing
AirDrop, 341
AirPlay, 129
alternate keys, 11
app description page, 116
App Store, 100
free apps, 101, 107-108
installing, 100
overview of, 104-105
parental controls, 123
pricing apps, 106-107, 110
reinstalling, 101-102
searching, 102-103, 119-121
shopping apps, 111-119
updating apps, 121-122

app switchers, 10
Bluetooth, 40
Cellular/Cellular Data options,
41-42
Contacts, 367
Control Center, 48, 62-65
iTunes Store, 141-143
Multitasking Gestures, 8
Notification Center, 22
public Wi-Fi, 39
Reading Lists, 338
recent call logs, 270-271
Settings app, 35
Spotlight Search, 7, 50
turning on/off, 15-18
Wi-Fi, 4
accounts
apps
buying, 106-110
parental controls, 123
searching, 119-121
shopping, 111-119
updating, 121-122
email, 284
Facebook accounts, 190-196
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Flickr accounts, 190-192
iCloud
configuring, 136
customizing, 145-146
syncing, 351
iMessage, configuring, 313-314
syncing, 350-351
Twitter accounts, 190-192, 197-199
Vimeo accounts, 190-192
activating
microphones, 80
mobile devices, 453-460
Siri, 9, 79-80, 457
Add to Home Screen option, 343
Add New Keyboard screens, 13
Add to Reading List option, 343
adding
Contacts, 370-372
email accounts, 284-287
iBooks, 433
icons, 68-69
images to email, 298
addresses
email (Siri), 89
viewing, 180-183
Adjust command, 236-237
Adobe Flash, 348
AirDrop, 23, 341
accepting images, 211
sending images with, 242
Airplane mode, 15-18
connecting Siri, 77
iPhone, 251
Settings app, 37-38
AirPlay
showing images on TV, 245
streaming, 128-129
AirPrint, 130, 240
alarms
location-based alarms, 376
Notification Center, 42-48
silencing, 323
Siri, 86, 90
Alert Style, 45
alerts
Notification Center, 42-48

silencing, 323
Siri, 86, 90
alternate keys, accessing, 11
alternative eBook readers, 444-445
Always Bcc Myself (Mail app), 292
AMBER alerts, 48. See also alerts
answering calls, 2, 251-255
Call In Progress screen, 258-261
Call Waiting feature, 261-262
Do Not Disturb feature, 256-257
Handoff feature, 255-256
App Store
accessing, 100, 116
apps. See also apps
installing, 100
overview of, 104-105
parental controls, 123
pricing, 106-107, 110
reinstalling, 101-102
searching, 102-103, 119-121
shopping, 111-119
updating, 121-122
free apps, 101, 107-108
managing your account, 114
navigating, 60
redeeming iTunes Gift Cards, 114
Updates command icon, 119
app switcher, 23
Apple ID
accounts
configuring, 106-107, 110
shopping, 111-119
applying, 151
passwords, 101
Apple Pay, 25-26
Apple Watch, music, 394
AppleCare, 287
AppleCare+, 460
applying
AirPlay, 128-129
Apple ID, 151
Apple Watch, 462
functions, 464-465
models, 462-463
backups, 28-30
Camera, 213-222
1080p HD video, 225-226

apps

Autofocus/Exposure control options, 219
optimizing, 227-228
Panoramic shooting mode, 223-224
rule of thirds, 229-230
Handoff, 130-132
Health, 276-279
fitness trackers, 280
home automation, 281-282
Medical ID, 279-280
Messages, 310-312
configuring, 313-314
customizing, 322-323
optimizing, 314-322
replying, 320
passcodes, 26-27
Reader option (Safari), 336-338
Reading Lists (Safari), 338-340
Settings, 35-62
Siri, 76
activating, 79-80
Calendar app, 89
Clock app, 90
Contacts, 82-84
customizing, 77-79
Dictation mode, 95
email, 89
Find My Friends app, 85
initiating calls, 84-85
interrupting, 81-82
Maps app, 90
Music app, 91
Notes app, 91
reading/sending text messages, 86
Reminders app, 86
sports questions, 92-93
Stock app, 87
Weather app, 87
web searches, 88
stylus, 14
tabbed browsing (Safari), 332-336
appointments. See also Calendar
searching, 364
viewing, 363
apps
Apple Watch, 462
functions, 464-465
models, 462-463
buying, 100. See also App Store
Calendar
customizing events, 364-365
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deleting events, 364
entering events, 359-363
navigating, 351-352
searching events, 364
Siri, 89
viewing, 352-359, 363
Camera, 19
1080p HD video, 225-226
applying, 213-222
Autofocus/Exposure control options, 219
availability of features, 208-209
importing images, 210-211
launching, 213
new features, 209, 212
optimizing, 227-228
Panoramic shooting mode, 223-224
rule of thirds, 229-230
Clock (Siri), 90
compatibility, 104
Contacts, 365
adding, 370-372
calls from, 264
entering, 366-367
inserting images, 372-373
integration, 367-368
modifying, 373
sharing, 374-375
viewing, 368-369
Continuity, 20
Control Center, 48
description pages, 116
exiting, 10
Facebook, 193-196
Family Sharing, 20
Find My Friends, 85
free, 101, 107-108
Handoff, 51, 130-132
Health, 20
fitness trackers, 280
home automation, 281-282
Medical ID, 279-280
navigating, 276-279
hybrid, 104
iBooks. See iBooks
iCloud, 102
accessing, 147-148
syncing, 143-144
in-app purchases, 110
Instagram, 202-203
installing, 100
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iPads, 104
iPhones, 104
iTunes U, 103
iWorks, 144
LinkedIn, 205
listings, 115
Mail, 6
Mail app. See Mail
managing, 65-68
Maps
customizing, 184
Flyover view, 183-185
information lookup, 180-183
Info screen, 171-175
navigating, 166-170
optimizing, 164-166
Siri, 90
turn-by-turn directions, 176-179
viewing, 171
Messages, 19, 310-312
applying, 312
configuring, 313-314
customizing, 322-323
optimizing, 314-322
replying, 320
moving, 43
Music, 390
applying, 392-396
creating playlists, 398-401
features, 405-406
iPads, 403
iPhones, 396-398
iTunes Radio, 406-408
Now Playing screen, 402-403
Siri, 91
Newsstand, 109
Notes, 375-376
formatting, 381-388
Siri, 91
Notification Center, 21, 42-48
overview of, 104-105
parental controls, 123
Phone, 251. See also calls
answering calls, 251-255
Call In Progress screen, 258-261
Call Waiting feature, 261-262
calls from Contacts app, 264
Do Not Disturb feature, 256-257
executing calls, 262-263
Favorites list, 269

Handoff feature, 255-256
initiating with Siri, 264
manual dialing, 263
Recents call log, 270-271
Recents listing, 264
Wi-Fi, 265
Photos, 19
deleting, 246
full-screen mode, 232-233
integration, 246-247
new features, 209, 230-231
printing, 240-241
red-eye removal, 240
sharing, 242-246
third-party apps for printing, 241-242
pricing, 106-107, 110
refreshing, 52
reinstalling, 101-102
Reminders, 86, 375-381
reviews, 118
searching, 102-103, 119-121
Settings, 35-62
shopping, 111-119
Skype, 250
SnapChat, 204
social networking apps, 187, 190-193,
197-206
Stock, 87
switchers, activating, 10
syncing, 350-351
TWC TV app, 420
Twitter, 197-199
updating, 121-122
user-installed, 62
Videos, 408-414
Vine, 201-202
Weather, 87
Xfinity, 420
Yelp! app, 164
YouTube, 199-201, 421
Artists command, 397
Ask Before Deleting option, 291
asking questions (Siri), 81-82
assigning images to contacts, 245
attachments (Mail app), 306. See also email
audio. See also Sound option
Messages app, 311
sending, 316

calls

audiobooks, searching, 102-103
Author software, 443
Auto-Capitalization, 11, 296
Auto-Correction, 296
autocorrection option, 11
AutoFill option (Safari), 329
Autofocus/Exposure control options, 219
Auto-Lock, 52
Automatic Downloads, 141
automation (HomeKit), 281-282
availability
Camera apps, 208-209
of iCloud content, 139-141
accessing iTunes Store, 141-143
syncing, 143-144

B
backgrounds
opening tabs, 330
refreshing apps, 52
Backup (iCloud), 151-153, 460
backups
iCloud, 28-30
restoring from files, 456
Badge App Icon option, 45
badges, 46
battery life (Siri), 77
benefits of iMessage, 314
Block Pop-ups (Safari), 331
blocking
calls, 259
cookies, 331
blogging, 205-206
Bluetooth, 40
calls, 254
Settings app, 40
Siri and, 80
wireless headsets, 274
Book viewing mode (iBooks), 440
Bookmark option (Share icon), 342
bookmarks
formatting, 344-346

Reading Lists, 339
saving, 343
Bookmarks tab (Maps app), 170
books, searching, 102-103. See also iBooks
Brightness option, 54
businesses
Maps app, 184
viewing, 180-183
buying. See also purchasing
apps
free, 101, 107-108
installing, 100
overview of, 104-105
parental controls, 123
pricing, 106-107, 110
reinstalling, 101-102
searching, 102-103, 119-121
shopping, 111-119
updating, 121-122
iBooks, 433, 437
video, 410
B&W icon, 239

C
Calendar, 61
events
customizing, 364-365
deleting, 364
entering, 359-363
searching, 364
iCloud, 351
navigating, 351-352
notifications, 44. See also Notification
Center
Siri, 89
syncing, 350-351
viewing, 352-359, 363
Call In Progress screen, 258-261
Call Waiting feature, 261-262
caller ID, 254, 259
calls, 251
answering, 251-255
Call In Progress screen, 258-261
Call Waiting feature, 261-262
Do Not Disturb feature, 256-257
Handoff feature, 255-256
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blocking, 259
Do Not Disturb feature, 256-257
ending, 260
executing, 262-263
from Contacts app, 264
initiating with Siri, 264
manual dialing, 263
Recents listing, 264
Wi-Fi, 265
forwarding, 254
FaceTime, 260
muting, 260
Recents call log, 270-271
ringtones, 272-273
Siri, 84-85
surfing the web and, 261
tracking usage, 271
video (FaceTime), 85
Camera app, 19, 209
1080p HD video, 225-226
applying, 213-222
Autofocus/Exposure control options, 219
features, 208-209
HDR mode, 217
images, 210-211
launching, 213
new features, 209, 212
optimizing, 227-228
Panoramic shooting mode, 223-224
rule of thirds, 229-230
zoom feature, 222
Camera Roll, saving photos to, 245
cameras, rear-facing camera, 216
CarPlay, 24, 96-97
Cellular/Cellular Data option, 41-42
characters, accessing, 11
chats (Facebook chats), 194
Check Spelling, 296
check spelling option, 11
Clear History (Safari), 331
Clock app (Siri), 90
color tools, 238
Color slider, 238
command icons, Support (App Store), 114
commands
Adjust, 236-237
Artists, 397

Crop, 235
Enhance, 234
more, 398
Playlists, 396
Radio, 396
Songs, 397
communication tools, 25
compatibility
AirPlay, 128-129
AirPrint, 130
apps, 104
Calendar, 352
Handoff, 130-132
iOS 8 operating system, 3
Maps app, 165
Compose icon, 294
composing email, 294-298
inserting images, 298
modifying, 299
saving, 299-300
Configure screen (Music app), 398
configuring
Apple ID accounts, 106-107, 110
Apple Watch, 462
functions, 464-465
models, 462-463
apps, 350-351
Calendar, 351-352
customizing events, 364-365
deleting events, 364
entering events, 359-363
searching events, 364
viewing, 352-359, 363
Contacts, 365
adding, 370-372
entering, 366-367
inserting images, 372-373
integration, 367-368
modifying, 373
sharing, 374-375
viewing, 368-369
email, 284
composing, 294-298
customizing, 288-292
inserting images, 298
modifying, 299
reading, 300-309
saving, 299-300
viewing, 293-294

Contacts app

iBooks, 425-426
adding, 433
alternative readers, 444-445
Author software, 443
Library screen, 428-429
managing, 426-428
purchasing, 437
reading, 438-443
searching, 429-437
iCloud
accessing apps, 147-148
accounts, 136
applying Apple ID, 151
Backup, 151-153
creating Photo Libraries, 150
customizing, 145-146
Family Sharing feature, 153-158, 161
transferring documents, 149-150
Maps, 164-166
Flyover view, 183-185
Info screen, 171-175
information lookup, 180-183
navigating, 166-170
turn-by-turn directions, 176-179
viewing, 171
Messages, 312
mobile devices, 453-460
Music, 392-396
creating playlists, 398-401
features, 405-406
iPads, 403
iPhones, 396-398
iTunes Radio, 406-408
Now Playing screen, 402-403
Notes, 381-388
operating systems, 452
Reminders, 376-381
ringtones, 272-273
Safari, 327-331
bookmarks, 344-346
launching websites, 346
new features, 347-348
Reader option, 336-338
Reading Lists, 338-340
sharing content, 340-344
tabbed browsing, 332-336
Settings app, 35-62
Siri, 77-79
activating, 79-80
Calendar app, 89

Clock app, 90
Contacts, 82-84
Dictation mode, 95
email, 89
Find My Friends app, 85
initiating calls, 84-85
interrupting, 81-82
Maps app, 90
Music app, 91
Notes app, 91
reading/sending text messages, 86
Reminders app, 86
sports questions, 92-93
Stock app, 87
Weather app, 87
web searches, 88
Videos, 408-414
connecting
Bluetooth, 40
Cellular/Cellular Data options, 41-42
Internet, 455
iPhones (CarPlay), 96-97
Siri, 76
upgrading operating systems, 4
Wi-Fi, 39
contacts
adding to Favorites list, 269
assigning images to, 245
blocking, 259
customizing ringtones, 272
Maps app, 184
quick tips, 375
ringtones for, 272
Safari, 330
viewing, 180-183
Contacts app, 61, 260, 365
adding, 370-372
calls from, 264
email, 89
entering, 366-367
FaceTime, 367
iCloud, 351
images, 372-373
integration, 367-368
Maps app, 165
modifying, 373
quick tips, 375
sharing, 374-375
Siri, 82-84
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syncing, 350-351
viewing, 368-369
content
iCloud, 139-141
accessing iTunes Store, 141-143
syncing, 143-144
searching, 102-103
sharing, 340-344
streaming, 128-129
Continuity, 1-2, 20
Control Center, 48
accessing, 129
navigating, 62-65
conversations, text messaging, 319-322
cookies, blocking, 331
Copy, 299
Copy option, 344
copying
images, 244
Notes, 385
Cover Flow menu
iPhone, 398
Music, 397
credit card information, storing, 347-348
Crop command, 235
custom mailboxes, creating, 308
customizing
Calendar, 351-352
customizing events, 364-365
deleting events, 364
entering events, 359-363
searching events, 364
viewing, 352-359, 363
Contacts, 365
adding, 370-372
entering, 366-367
inserting images, 372-373
integration, 367-368
modifying, 373
sharing, 374-375
viewing, 368-369
email, 288-292
events, 364-365
iBooks, 425-426
adding, 433
alternative readers, 444-445
Author software, 443

Library screen, 428-429
managing, 426-428
purchasing, 437
reading, 438-443
searching, 429-437
iCloud, 145-146
accessing apps, 147-148
applying Apple ID, 151
Backup, 151-153
creating Photo Libraries, 150
Family Sharing feature, 153-158, 161
transferring documents, 149-150
keyboards, 53
Maps app, 184
Messages app, 322-323
Music, 392-396
creating playlists, 398-401
features, 405-406
iPads, 403
iPhones, 396-398
iTunes Radio, 406-408
Now Playing screen, 402-403
Notes, 381-388
Notification Center, 71-73
Reminders, 376-381
ringtones, 272-273
Safari, 327-331
bookmarks, 344-346
launching websites, 346
new features, 347-348
Reader option, 336-338
Reading Lists, 338-340
sharing content, 340-344
tabbed browsing, 332-336
Settings app, 35-62
Siri, 77-79
activating, 79-80
Calendar app, 89
Clock app, 90
Contacts, 82-84
Dictation mode, 95
email, 89
Find My Friends app, 85
initiating calls, 84-85
interrupting, 81-82
Maps app, 90
Music app, 91
Notes app, 91
reading/sending text messages, 86
Reminders app, 86

editing

sports questions, 92-93
Stock app, 87
Weather app, 87
web searches, 88
sounds, 58-59
Videos, 408-414
wallpaper, 54-58
Cut, 299

D
databases
Contacts, 367. See also contacts
Siri, 82-84
date-specific alarms (Reminder app), 378
Day view (Calendar), 356-357
debit cards, 347-348
Default Account (Mail app), 292
Define option (Notes app), 385
deleting
Contacts, 373
email, 304
events, 364
images, 246
purchases, 140
text messages, 319-320
to-do lists, 381
videos, 405, 410
VIP List feature, 305
voicemail, 268
Description page
apps, 116
Details tab, 117
Related tab, 119
Reviews tab, 118
dialing, manual, 263
Dictation
mode, 95
Notes, 91, 384
Siri, 81-82
digital photos. See images
digital publications
downloading, 447
reading, 448
digital subscriptions, managing, 448

directions
Siri, 90
turn-by-turn (Maps app), 176-179
Directions Overview icon, 184
disabling Siri, 50
Display & Brightness options, 54
dividing virtual keyboards in half, 11
Do Not Disturb feature, 17, 49, 251,
256-257, 323
Do Not Track (Safari), 331
documents
AirPrint, 130
iCloud, 149-150
syncing, 143-144
downloading. See also installing
apps
free, 101, 107-108
installing, 100
overview of, 104-105
parental controls, 123
pricing, 106-107, 110
reinstalling, 101-102
searching, 102-103, 119-121
shopping, 111-119
updating, 121-122
automatic downloads, 141
digital publications, 447
newspapers/magazines, 445-448
drafts, saving email, 299-300
driving, phones and, 254
Drop Pin option, 171
DuckDuckGo.com, 329

E
eBooks. See also iBooks
making notes, 441
searching, 102-103, 442
Edit button
Inbox, 302
Mail app, 302
Edit command icon, 234
editing
Contacts, 373
Notes, 381-388
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red-eye removal, 240
to-do lists, 381
videos, 234-237, 240
email
adding accounts, 284-287
composing, 294-298
inserting images, 298
modifying, 299
saving, 299-300
customizing, 288-292
deleting, 304
forwarding, 308
managing, 306
multiple images, 243
orange flag icon, 301
printing, 308-309
reading, 300-309
replying to, 308
saving images, 211
signatures, 292, 297
Siri, 89
viewing, 293-294, 305
Emergency Alerts, 48. See also alerts
enable caps lock option, 11
Enable Location Services, 455
enabling Siri, 50
ending calls, 260
Enhance command, 234
enlarging virtual keyboards, 12
entering
Contacts, 366-367
events, 359-363
QuickType virtual keyboards, 5
virtual keyboards, 10-13
events
Calendar
customizing, 364-365
deleting, 364
entering, 359-363
searching, 364
managing, 89
Siri, 92-93
executing calls, 262-263
from Contacts app, 264
initiating with Siri, 264
manual dialing, 263
Recents listing, 264
Wi-Fi, 265

exiting apps, 10
external keyboards, optimizing, 14

F
Facebook
account integration with iOS 8, 190-192
chats, 194
Contacts, 367
managing, 193
news feed, 196
participating in chats, 194
publishing images to, 244
reading news feed, 196
Share icon, 342
syncing, 351
FaceTime, 85, 260, 367
Family Sharing, 20, 123, 140, 153-161, 247
fast-forwarding video, 412
Favorites, 330
adding contacts to, 269
Phone app, 269
Featured icon, 113
features. See also new features
Apple Pay, 25-26
Apple Watch, 464-465
Camera app, 208-209, 212
CarPlay, 96-97
Control Center, 62-65
Do Not Disturb, 49, 323
Find My iPhone/iPad, 27-28
Location Services, 164
Music app, 405-406
Photos app, 209, 230-231
Safari, 347-348
Spotlight Search, 50
VIP List, 305
files
PDF files, 442
sharing, 139-141
syncing, 20, 143-144
filters, Photos app, 236
Find My Friends app, 85
Find My iPhone/iPad feature, 27-28
fitness trackers (Health app), 280

functions

five-finger pinch gesture (iPad), 8
flags, styles, 291
flash, applying, 227
Flickr. See also images
account integration with iOS 8, 190-192
uploading images to, 244
Flyover view (Maps app), 183-185
folders. See also files
apps, 65-68
email, 306
formatting
Apple ID, 151
Apple Watch, 462
functions, 464-465
models, 462-463
Backup (iCloud), 151-153
backups, 28-30
Calendar, 351-352
customizing events, 364-365
deleting events, 364
entering events, 359-363
searching events, 364
viewing, 352-359, 363
Contacts, 365
adding, 370-372
entering, 366-367
inserting images, 372-373
integration, 367-368
modifying, 373
sharing, 374-375
viewing, 368-369
email, 284, 298
Family Sharing feature (iCloud), 153-161
iBooks, 425-426
adding, 433
alternative readers, 444-445
Author software, 443
Library screen, 428-429
managing, 426-428
purchasing, 437
reading, 438-443
searching, 429-437
Maps, 164-166
Flyover view, 183-185
Info screen, 171-175
information lookup, 180-183
navigating, 166-170
turn-by-turn directions, 176-179
viewing, 171

Messages, 312
Notes, 381-388
passcodes, 26-27
Photo Libraries, 150
privacy, 59-60
Reminders, 376-381
ringtones, 272-273
Safari, 327-331
bookmarks, 344-346
launching websites, 346
new features, 347-348
Reader option, 336-338
Reading Lists, 338-340
sharing content, 340-344
tabbed browsing, 332-336
Settings, 35-62
Siri, 77-79
activating, 79-80
Calendar app, 89
Clock app, 90
Contacts, 82-84
Dictation mode, 95
email, 89
Find My Friends app, 85
initiating calls, 84-85
interrupting, 81-82
Maps app, 90
Music app, 91
Notes app, 91
reading/sending text messages, 86
Reminders app, 86
sports questions, 92-93
Stock app, 87
Weather app, 87
web searches, 88
Videos, 408-414
virtual keyboards, 12
forwarding
emails, 308
text messages, 319-320
Fraud Warning (Safari), 331
free apps, 101, 107-108
full-screen mode, 232-233
functionality (Siri), 23
functions
Apple Watch, 464-465
Control Center, 62-65
new, 1. See also new functions
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G
General option, 50-62
gestures. See also navigating; touchscreens
holding, 6
multitasking, 52
pinching, 6
pull-down, 7
swipe-up, 8
swiping, 6
tapping, 6
gift cards, 106, 114
Google email accounts, 286
GPS devices, 164
group conversations, 321-322

H
Handoff, 2, 51, 130-132
calls, 249, 255-256
Messages app, 312
HDR (High Dynamic Range), 217
Headsets, wireless, 274
Health, 20
fitness trackers, 280
home automation, 281-282
Medical ID, 279-280
navigating, 276-279
hiding virtual keyboards, 11
High Dynamic Range. See HDR
holding, 6
home automation (Health app), 281-282
Home buttons, navigating, 9-10
Home screens, 458
apps, 65-68
icons, 68-69
returning to, 10
HomeKit, 281-282
hotspots, selecting Wi-Fi, 39
Hulu Plus, 419
hybrid apps, 104
Hybrid tab (Maps app), 173

I
iBooks
adding, 433
alternative readers, 444-445
Author software, 443
Book viewing mode, 440
customizing, 425-426
Library button, 439
Library screen, 428-429
managing, 426-428
PDF files, 442
purchasing, 437
reading, 438-443
searching, 429-437
iBookstore, 433
iCloud, 28-30, 60
accounts, 136
Apple ID, 151
apps, 102
accessing, 147-148
syncing, 351
Automatic Downloads, 141
Backup, 151-153, 460
Calendar, 352
content
accessing iTunes Store, 141-143
availability, 139-141
syncing, 143-144
transferring documents, 149-150
customizing, 145-146
drives, 20
Family Sharing, 123, 153-158, 161
iBooks, syncing, 425
integration, 24
iWorks, 144
Keychain, 144, 345-348
managing, 137-138
Music app, 392
Photo Libraries, 150
Photos app, 246-247
Safari, 144
syncing, 344-345
upgrading, 141
icons
adding, 68-69
B&W, 239
Compose, 294

iOS 7 operating system, upgrading from

Do Not Disturb, 251
Featured, 113
moving, 67-68
My Location, 165-167
Top Charts, 113
iHeartRadio, 421
images
1080p HD video, 225-226
assigning to contacts, 245
Autofocus/Exposure control options, 219
Contacts, 372-373
copying, 244
deleting, 246
email, 211
importing, 210-211
lighting, 228
Notes, 384
optimizing, 227-228
Panoramic shooting mode, 223-224
Photo Libraries, 150
printing, 240-242
rule of thirds, 229-230
saving to Camera Roll folder, 245
setting as wallpaper, 246
sharing, 242-246
shooting, 213-222
slideshows, 245
syncing, 208
tweeting, 243
viewing in full-screen mode, 232-233
IMAP email accounts, 287. See also email
iMessage, 312. See also text messages
configuring, 313-314
pros and cons of, 314
importing images, 210-211
in-app purchases, 110
Inboxes, 293, 302-306. See also email
incoming calls, answering, 251-255
Call In Progress screen, 258-261
Call Waiting feature, 261-262
Do Not Disturb feature, 256-257
Handoff feature, 255-256
Increase Quote Level (Mail app), 292
Infinity TV, 420
Info screen (Maps app), 171-175
information lookup (Maps app), 180-183. See
also searching
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initiating calls with Siri, 84-85
inserting images into email, 298
Instagram, 202-203
installing
apps, 100
updates, 459
user-installed apps, 62
integration
Contacts, 367-368
Health app, 276-279
fitness trackers, 280
home automation, 281-282
Medical lD, 279-280
iCloud, 24
Photos app, 246-247
Yelp!, 164
interacting
with iPads/iPhones, 5-15
with Siri, 76
activating, 79-80
Calendar app, 89
Clock app, 90
Contacts, 82-84
customizing, 77-79
Dictation mode, 95
email, 89
Find My Friends app, 85
initiating calls, 84-85
interrupting, 81-82
Maps app, 90
Music app, 91
Notes app, 91
reading/sending text messages, 86
Reminders app, 86
sports questions, 92-93
Stock app, 87
Weather app, 87
web searches, 88
interactive location screens (Maps app), 181
interfaces. See also Safari
navigating, 5-15
upgrading, 2
Internet, connecting, 455
interrupting Siri, 81-82
investments, 87. See also Stock app
iOS 7 operating system, upgrading from, 3-5
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iOS 8 operating system
compatibility, 3
updating, 5
upgrading, 3-5, 451-452
iOS mobile devices, 2. See also iPads; iPhones
iPads
activating, 453-460
AirPlay, 128-129
answering incoming calls, 2
apps, 104
backups, 28-30
calls, 255-256
Camera, 208-209
five-finger pinch gesture, 8
iBooks, 431
multi-finger horizontal swipe gesture, 9
Music app, 403
navigating, 5-15
operating systems. See operating systems
Safari, 326
Skype app, 250
tabbed browsing, 334
turning on/off, 15-18
video streaming, 418-421
Videos app. See Videos app
iPhone 5, 207, 326
iPhones
activating, 453-460
Airplane mode, 251
AirPlay, 128-129
Apple Pay, 25-26
apps, 104
backups, 28-30
caller ID, 259
calls, 259-260
answering, 251-255
Call In Progress screen, 258-261
Call Waiting feature, 261-262
from Contacts app, 264
Do Not Disturb feature, 256-257
executing, 262-263
Handoff feature, 255-256
initiating with Siri, 264
manual dialing, 263
muting, 260
Recents call log, 270-271
Recents listing, 264
ringtones, 272-273
tracking usage, 271
Wi-Fi, 265

Camera app availability of features,
208-209
CarPlay feature, connecting, 96-97
Health app
fitness trackers, 280
home automation, 281-282
Medical ID, 279-280
navigating, 276-279
iMessage, 313
Music app, 396-398
navigating, 5-15
operating systems. See operating systems
ringers, 251
Safari, 342
Sleep mode, 253
switching between web pages, 332
tracking usage, 271
turning off/on, 15-18
voicemail, 265-268
Video app, 412
video streaming, 418-421
wireless service providers, 249
iTunes
gift cards, 106, 114
iTunes Store, 414-418
Match services, 141
navigating, 60
purchases, deleting, 140
Radio (Music app), 406-408
redeeming gift cards, 114
Season Pass, 417
Store, 107, 141-143, 390, 414-418
Sync, 30, 140
TV shows, 417
U app, 103
iWorks, 144

K
key click sounds, turning off, 11
keyboards, 20
customizing, 53
navigating, 10-13
QuickType virtual, 5
Shortcuts, 11-12
Keychain (iCloud), 347-348
Kindle, 444

managing

L
landmarks
Maps app, 184
viewing, 180-183
launching. See also starting
Camera app, 213
Health app, 277
Messages app, 315
new devices, 453-460
Video app, 408
websites, 346
layouts, modifying keyboards, 13
libraries
iBooks
adding, 433
alternative readers, 444-445
Author software, 443
Library screen, 428-429
managing, 426-428
purchasing, 437
reading, 438-443
searching, 429-437
Photo Libraries, creating, 150
Library button (iBooks), 439
Library screen (iBooks), 428-429
Lighting images, 228
limitations of iMessage, 314
LinkedIn app, 205
links, opening, 330
listening
to music, 91
to voicemail, 267-268
listings, apps, 115
lists
creating, 378
Favorites list, 269
viewing, 378
Load Remote Images (Mail app), 291
location-based alarms, 376
Location screen (Maps app), 182
Location Services, 164, 189, 455
locations, sharing, 169
Lock Rotation switch, 52

Lock screen, navigating, 70-71
locking, Auto-Lock, 52

M
magazines. See newspapers/magazines
Mail, 6, 61, 283-284
custom mailboxes, 308
deleting, 304
email, 284-287, 308
composing, 294-298
customizing, 288-292
forwarding messages, 308
inserting images, 298
modifying, 299
reading, 300-309
saving, 299-300
viewing, 293-294
Inbox, 302-306
Select, 299
VIP
List feature, 305
mailbox listing, 294
Mail option, Share icon, 341
managing
App Store accounts, 114
apps, 65-68
bookmarks, 344-346
calls in progress, 258-261
digital subscriptions, 448
email, 306
Facebook accounts, 193
iBooks, 426-428
adding, 433
alternative readers, 444-445
Author software, 443
Library screen, 428-429
purchasing, 437
reading, 438-443
searching, 429-437
iCloud, 137-138
meetings, 89
Notification Center, 71-73
Reading Lists (Safari), 338-340
screen clutter, 336-338
to-do lists, 376-381
Twitter accounts, 197-199
voicemail, 265
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manual dialing, 263
Maps app
Bookmarks tab, 170
businesses, 184
contacts, 184
customizing, 184
Flyover view, 183-185
Info screen, 171-175
information lookup, 180-183
interactive location screens, 181
landmarks, 184
Location screen, 182
menu screen, 171-173
My Location app, 167
My Location icon, 165
navigating, 166-170
optimizing, 164-166
points-of-interest, 184
public transportation, 167
reservations, 183
Siri, 90
switching between views, 175
turn-by-turn directions, 176-179
viewing, 171
Mark Addresses field (Mail app), 292
math calculations (Siri), 93
Medical ID (Health app), 279-280
meetings, managing, 89
menu screen (Maps app), 171-173
messages, 6
audio, sending, 316
text, reading/sending, 86
texting. See texting messages
video, sending, 317-319
Messages app, 19, 310-312
applying, 312
configuring, 313-314
customizing, 322-323
optimizing, 314-322
participating in text-message conversations, 319
replying, 320
microphones, activating, 80
Microsoft Office, 3
mini calendars, 353. See also Calendar
MMS (Multimedia Messaging Service), 311

mobile devices
activating, 453-460
AirPlay, 128-129
AirPrint, 130
iCloud
accessing apps, 147-148
applying Apple ID, 151
Backup, 151-153
creating Photo Libraries, 150
customizing, 145-146
Family Sharing feature, 153-161
transferring documents, 149-150
iTunes Store, accessing, 141-143
operating systems. See operating systems
passcodes, securing with, 26-27
resetting, 53
Siri. See Siri
turning on/off, 15-18
video, streaming, 418-421
models
Apple Watch, 462-463
functions, 464-465
modifying
Contacts, 373
email, 299
keyboard layouts, 13
sounds, 58-59
wallpaper, 54-58
Month view (Calendar), 358
More command, 398
More Info On Yelp! option, 182
movies, searching, 92, 102-103
moving
apps, 43
email, 307
icons, 67-68
keyboards, 11
multi-finger horizontal swipe gesture (iPad), 9
Multimedia Messaging Service. See MMS
multitasking
gestures, 52
optimizing, 22
Multitasking Gestures, 8
music
accessing, 141-143
purchasing from iTunes Store, 414-418
searching, 102-103, 389

Now Playing screen (Music app)

Music app, 390
applying, 392-396
content, deleting, 405
Cover Flow menu, 397
features, 405-406
iCloud, 392
iPads, 403
iPhones, 396-398
iTunes Radio, 406-408
Now Playing screen, 402-403
playlists, creating, 398-401
Siri, 91, 393
Mute switch, 52
muting calls, 260
My Location icon (Maps app), 165-167

N
navigating
apps, 104-105
Calendar, 351-352
customizing events, 364-365
deleting events, 364
entering events, 359-363
searching events, 364
viewing, 352-359, 363
Control Center, 62-65
Home buttons, 9-10
iBooks, 425-426
adding, 433
alternative readers, 444-445
Author software, 443
Library screen, 428-429
managing, 426-428
purchasing, 437
reading, 438-443
searching, 429-437
iPads/iPhones, 5-15
Lock Screen, 70-71
Maps, 166-170
Info screen, 171-175
viewing, 171
Music, 393
features, 405-406
on iPads, 403
on iPhones, 396-398
iTunes Radio, 406-408

Safari, 327-331
bookmarks, 344-346
launching websites, 346
new features, 347-348
Reader option, 336-338
Reading Lists, 338-340
sharing content, 340-344
tabbed browsing, 332-336
Settings, 35-62
Netflix, 421. See also streaming
networks, Wi-Fi, 39. See also Wi-Fi
new devices, activating, 453-460
new features, 1, 19-30
Camera apps, 209, 212
Notify Me, 309
Photos app, 209, 230-231
Safari, 347-348
new functions, 1, 19-30
news feed (Facebook), reading, 196
newspapers/magazines
downloading, 445-448
reading, 448
subscription management, 448-450
Newsstand app, 109, 445
3G, 4G connections versus Wi-Fi
connections, 447
downloading newspapers/magazines,
445-448
managing subscriptions, 448
reading
digital publications, 448
newspapers/magazines, 448
subscription management, 448-450
Nook, 444
Notes, 375-376, 382
formatting, 381-388
iCloud, 351
Siri, 91, 387
syncing, 350-351
tips for, 386
Notification Center, 21, 42-48, 71-73
notifications, text messaging, 320
Notify Me feature, 309
Now Playing screen (Music app), 402-403
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Do Not Disturb feature, 49
General, 50-62
Notification Center, 42-48
Wi-Fi, 38-40

O
online storage, 137. See also iCloud
opening
links, 330
tabs, 330
operating systems
compatibility, 3
updating, 5, 459
upgrading, 3-5, 451-452
optimizing
external keyboard skills, 14
Home buttons, 9-10
images, 227-228
Maps app, 164-166
Messages app, 314-322
multitasking, 22
Music, 392-396
creating playlists, 398-401
features, 405-406
iPads, 403
iPhones, 396-398
iTunes Radio, 406-408
Now Playing screen, 402-403
rule of thirds, 229-230
Siri, 81-82
touchscreen skills, 6-10
Videos, 408-414
virtual keyboard skills, 10-13
options. See also customizing
Badge App Icon, 45
Mail app
composing, 294-298
customizing, 288-292
inserting images, 298
modifying, 299
reading, 300-309
saving, 299-300
viewing, 293-294
More Info On Yelp!, 182
Reader (Safari), 336-338
Request Desktop Site, 347
Restrictions, 53
Settings app, 37
Airplane mode, 37-38
Bluetooth, 40
Cellular/Cellular Data, 41-42
Control Center, 48

Siri
activating, 79-82
Calendar app, 89
Clock app, 90
Contacts, 82-84
customizing, 77-79
Dictation mode, 95
email, 89
Find My Friends app, 85
initiating calls, 84-85
Maps app, 90
Music app, 91
Notes app, 91
reading/sending text messages, 86
Reminders app, 86
sports questions, 92-93
Stock app, 87
Weather app, 87
web searches, 88
orange flag icon, emails, 301
Organize by Thread (Mail app), 291

P
Pandora Radio, 421
Pano (panoramic) shooting mode, 216
Panoramic shooting mode, 223-224
parental controls, apps, 123
participating in text-message conversations,
319
passcodes, 26-27, 59
passwords
Apple ID, 101
Safari, 329
syncing, 345
transferring, 458
past conversations, reviewing, 320
Paste, 299
pausing video, 413
PDF files, reading, 442
personalizing ringtones, 272-273

rebooting

perspectives, viewing maps from
multiple, 171
Phone app. See also calls
calls
answering, 251-255
Call In Progress screen, 258-261
Call Waiting feature, 261-262
from Contacts app, 264
Do Not Disturb feature, 256-257
executing, 262-263
Handoff feature, 255-256
initiating with Siri, 264
manual dialing, 263
Recents listing, 264
Wi-Fi, 265
Favorites List, 269
Recents call log, 270-271
Photon Flash Web Browser for iPad, 348
Photos app, 19, 208. See also images
Camera Roll, 245
deleting, 246
full-screen mode, 232-233
integration, 246-247
new features, 209, 230-231
printing, 240-241
red-eye removal, 240
Share icon, 208
sharing, 202-203, 242-246
third-party apps, 241-242
video, editing, 234-237, 240
pinching, 6-8
playing
music, 91
video, 411
playlists, creating, 398-401
Playlists command, 396
podcasts, searching, 102-103
points-of-interest (Maps app), 184
POP3 email accounts, 287. See also email
predictive option, 11
Preview option (Mail app), 289
previewing email, 289
Print option (Share icon), 344
printing
with AirPrint, 130
email, 308-309

priorities (Reminders app), 379
privacy
formatting, 59-60
Lock screen, 70-71
Notification Center, 48
public transportation, 167
public Wi-Fi, accessing, 39. See also Wi-Fi
publications. See newspapers/magazines
pull-down gesture, 7
purchasing
deleting, 140
digital newspaper or magazines, 447
iBooks, 437
in-app purchases, 110
music, 414-418
TV shows, 414
video, 414-418

Q
questions. See also Dictation
Siri, 81-82
sports, 92-93
QuickType, 5, 20, 296, 384

R
Radio command, 396
Radio (iTunes), 406-408
Reader option (Safari), 336-338
reading
digital publications, 448
email, 300-309
iBooks, 438-443. See also iBooks
alternative readers, 444-445
Author software, 443
news feed (Facebook), 196
newspapers/magazines, 448
PDF files, 442
text messages, 86
Reading Lists (Safari), 338-340
readjusting viewing, 10
rear-facing camera, 216
rebooting, 10
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Recents call log, 270-271
Recents listing, 264
recording
audio messages, 316
Message app, 19
outgoing voicemail messages, 266
video messages, 317-319
red-eye removal, 240
redeeming
gift cards, 114
iTunes Gift Cards, 114
refreshing apps, 52
reinstalling apps, 101-102. See also installing
Related tab (Description Page), 119
relationship titles, adding to contacts, 79
relaunching past conversations, 320
Remind Me At a Location option, 379
Remind Me Later option, 253
Remind Me On A Day option, 380
Reminders, 375-376
date-specific alarms, 378
iCloud, 351
location-based alarms, 376
Siri, 86
syncing, 350-351
to-do lists, 376-381
replying
to email, 308
text messaging, 320
Request Desktop Site option, 347
requests (Siri), 81-82
reservations (Maps app), 183
resetting devices, 53
responding to call waiting, 261-262
restaurants, searching, 92-93
Restrictions option, 53
restoring
apps, 101-102
from backup files, 456
returning to Home screens, 10
reviewing past conversations, 320
reviews, apps, 118
Reviews tab (Description page), 118

ringers, silencing, 251
ringtones
customizing, 272-273
searching, 102-103
rotating Lock Rotation switches, 52
routes, 178. See also Maps app
rule of thirds, 229-230. See also Photos app

S
Safari, 325-327
Accept Cookies, 331
AutoFill option, 329
Block Pop-ups, 331
Clear History, 331
content
bookmarking, 344-346
launching, 346
sharing, 340-344
customizing, 327-331
Do Not Track, 331
Favorites, 330
Fraud Warning, 331
iCloud, 144
iPads, 326
iPhone, 5, 326, 342
new features, 23, 347-348
Reader option, 336-338
Reading Lists, 338-340
Search Engine option, 328
switching between web pages on an
iPhone, 332
tabbed browsing, 332-336
Use Cellular Data, 331
web searches (Siri), 88
Satellite tab, 173
saving
bookmarks, 343
credit card information, 347-348
email, 299-300
images, 211, 245
scheduling
Calendar, 351-352
customizing events, 364-365
deleting events, 364
entering events, 359-363

Siri

searching events, 364
viewing, 352-359, 363
events, 89
screens. See interfaces
Search Engine option (Safari), 328
search engines, 329
Search field (Maps app), 167
searching, 50. See also Spotlight Search
apps, 102-103, 119-121
eBooks, 442
events (Calendar), 364
iBooks, 429-437
Maps app, 180-183
movies, 92
music, 389
restaurants, 92-93
songs, 396
Spotlight Search, 7
text messages, 323
TV shows, 417
web (with Siri), 88
Season Pass (iTunes), 417
security
Health app, 282
passcodes, 26-27
privacy, 59-60
Select, 299
Select All, 299
selecting Wi-Fi hotspots, 39
sending
audio messages, 316
email (Siri), 89
multiple images, 243
text messages, 86, 315
tweets, 197-199
video messages, 317-319
service providers (iPhone), 250
Settings app, 35-62
setups. See configuring
Share icon
Add to Home Screen option, 343
Add to Reading List option, 343
Bookmark option, 342
Copy option, 344
Facebook option, 342
Mail option, 341
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Photos app, 208
Print option, 344
Tweet option, 342
Share menu, 169, 341
sharing
Contacts, 374-375
Family Sharing feature (iCloud),
153-158, 161
files, 20
iCloud, 139-141
syncing, 143-144
images, 208, 242-246
locations, 169
Notes, 385
photos, 202-203
web content, 340-344
shooting images, 213-222
1080p HD video, 225-226
Autofocus/Exposure control options, 219
optimizing, 227-228
Panoramic shooting mode, 223-224
rule of thirds, 229-230
shopping for apps, 111-119
Short Message Service. See SMS
shortcuts
creating, 12
keyboards, 11
Show To/Cc Label feature, 289
Show Traffic option, 172-173
Signature
email, 292, 297
Mail app, 292
silencing
alerts, 323
ringers, 251
Siri, 76
activating, 9, 79-80, 457
applying, 76
Bluetooth and, 80
Calendar, 89, 363
calls, 84-85, 264
Clock app, 90
Contacts, 82-84
customizing, 77-79
Dictation mode, 95
email, 89
enabling/disabling, 50
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Eyes Free, 24, 97
Find My Friends app, 85
functionality, 23
interrupting, 81-82
Maps app, 90, 165
math calculations, 93
Music app, 91, 393
Notes, 387
Notes app, 91
Reminders app, 86
sports questions, 92-93
Stock app, 87
text messages, 86
Weather app, 87
web searches, 88
SiriusXM, 421
sizing storage space, 137. See also iCloud
skills
external keyboards, 14
touchscreens, 6-10
virtual keyboards, 10-13
Skype, 250
Sleep mode, 15-18, 253
slideshows, 245
SMS (Short Message Service), 311
SnapChat, 204
social networking apps, 193
account integration with iOS 7, 190-192
blogging, 205-206
Facebook, 194-196
Instagram, 202-203
LinkedIn, 205
SnapChat, 204
Twitter, 197-199
Vine, 201-202
YouTube app, 199-201
songs, searching, 396. See also Music app
Songs command, 397
Sound option, 58-59
sounds, turning off, 11
speakers, calls, 260
split keyboard option, 11
Spotify, 421
Spotlight Search, 7, 50
Standard tabs, 173

starting
Camera app, 213
Health app, 277
Messages app, 315
new devices, 453-460
Siri, 79-80
Stock app, 87
storage. See also iCloud
credit card information, 347-348
operating systems, 452
streaming
data, 128-129
iTunes Radio, 406-408
overview of, 391
TV shows, 418
video, 418-421
styles, flag, 291
stylus, applying, 14
subscription-based apps, 109
subscription management with Newsstand
app, 448-450
Support command icon (App Store), 114
surfing the web, phone conversations
and, 261
swipe-up gestures, 8
swiping, 6, 9
switching
between desktop/mobile websites, 347
between map views, 175
Swope Option feature, 289
symbols, accessing, 11
sync feature (iCloud), 344
Sync (iTunes), 140
syncing
apps, 350-351
bookmarks, 344-346
files, 20
iBooks, 425
images, 208
usernames and passwords, 345

T
tabbed browsing (Safari), 332-336
tabs, opening backgrounds, 330

usernames, syncing

tapping, 6
tasks (Handoff), 130-132
technical support, 287
text
AirPrint, 130
email, 298
Notes, 381-388
recording, 19
text messages, 310-312
applying, 312
configuring, 313-314
customizing, 322-323
optimizing, 314-322
participating in conversations, 319
replying, 320
Siri, reading/sending, 86
third-party apps, printing images, 241-242
time (Apple Watch), 462
functions, 464-465
models, 462-463
timers (Siri), 90
to-do items (Siri), 86
to-do lists
deleting, 381
priorities, 379
Reminders, 376-381
tools
colors, 238
communication, 25
fitness trackers, 280
Medical ID, 279-280
Top Charts icon, 113
Touch ID, 59
touchscreens
navigating, 5-15
skills, 6-10
tracking
Calendar, 351-352
customizing events, 364-365
deleting events, 364
entering events, 359-363
searching events, 364
viewing, 352-359, 363
Contacts, 365
adding, 370-372
entering, 366-367
inserting images, 372-373
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integration, 367-368
modifying, 373
sharing, 374-375
viewing, 368-369
usage, 271
voice plan usage, 271
traffic, 178. See also Maps app
transferring
documents (iCloud), 149-150
images, 210-211
passwords, 458
service form older iPhones, 454
Trim Original, 234
TuneIn Radio, 421
turn-by-turn directions (Maps app), 176-179
turning on/off, 15-18
TV. See also Videos app
purchasing from iTunes Store, 414-418
searching, 417
showing images on, 245
streaming, 418
TWC TV app, 420
Tweet option (Share icon), 342
tweets, 197-199
Twitter, 197-199
account integration with iOS 8, 190-192
images, 243
managing, 197-199

U
unlocking keyboards, 11
unsent email drafts, saving, 299-300
Updates command icon (App Store app), 119
updating, 50
apps, 121-122
operating systems, 5, 459
upgrading, 2
iCloud, 141
from iOS 7 operating system, 3-5
to iOS 8, 451-452
usage, 52, 271
Use Cellular Data (Safari), 331
user-installed apps, 62
usernames, syncing, 345
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V
video
1080p HD video, 225-226
calls (FaceTime), 85
deleting, 410
editing, 234-237, 240
fast-forwarding, 412
messages, sending, 317-319
Messages app, 311
pausing, 413
playing, 411
purchasing from iTunes Store, 414-418
shooting, 213-222
shopping for, 410
streaming, 418-421
YouTube, viewing, 348
YouTube app, 199-201
Vine app, 201
videoconferencing with FaceTime, 260
Videos app, 408-414
viewing
addresses, 180-183
Calendar, 352-359, 363
Contacts, 368-369
email, 293-294, 300-309
lists, 378
Lock screen, 70-71
maps, 165-171
notifications, 44
photos, 232-233
readjusting, 10
virtual keyboards, 12
YouTube, 348
zooming in/out, 7
views, Flyover (Maps app), 183-185
Vimeo account integration with iOS 8,
190-192
Vine, 201-202
VIP
List feature (Mail app), 305
mailbox listing, 294
virtual keyboards, 5, 10-13, 20
Voice over IP, 250
voicemail
listening to, 267-268

managing, 265
recording outgoing messages, 266
volume
modifying, 58-59
ringers, 251

W
wallpaper, setting images as, 246
Wallpaper option, 54
Weather app, 87
web pages, switching between, 332
web searches (Siri), 88
web surfing, 327-331. See also Safari
websites
desktop mobile, switching between, 347
launching, 346
Week view (Calendar), 357
Welcome to iPhone (or iPad) screen, 457
Wi-Fi
calls, 265
connecting, 77, 455
Newsstand app, 448
operating systems, 4
Settings app, 38-40
Siri, 77
wireless headsets, 274
wireless networks (AirPrint), 130
wireless service providers, 249
Wish Lists, 121

X-Y-Z
Xfinity, 420
Yahoo!, 285
Year view (Calendar), 359
Yelp!, More Info On Yelp! option, 182
Yelp! app, 164
YouTube, 199-201, 348, 421
zoom feature (Camera app), 222
zooming in/out, 7. See also pinching

